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In some branches of mathematics, especially the representation theory of Artin
algebras and orders, it has been an important problem to study the (geometric) quotient
GLn(Λ)\Mn(M) for a (Λ,Λ)-module M (g · m := gmg−1 for g ∈ GLn(Λ) and m ∈
Mn(M)). An effective formulation of such problems is a bimodule problem [4,9], which
is a study of the matrix category Mat(C,M) associated to an additive category C and
a (C,C)-module M (Section 2.1). The bimodule problems have nice module-theoretical
interpretation by means of prinjective modules [22,29,30]. They have already many useful
applications in the representation theory of finite-dimensional algebras, artinian rings,
orders, vector space categories, and bocses, see [6,7,9,16,19,25,28,29].
In this paper, we introduce the concept of quadratic extensions of rings (Section 1.2),
which are closely related to many rings known in representation theory, for example Bass
orders [10,17], Bäckström orders [28], Green orders [27], special biserial algebras [31],
and clannish algebras [5] (see Sections 1.3, 3.4, and 3.5). Using quadratic extensions, we
introduce the concept of quadratic bimodules (Section 3.1), where we can easily formulate
self-reproducing systems [21] and clans [5] in terms of quadratic bimodules. Then we study
their matrix category Mat(C,M) associated to a quadratic (C,C)-module M , especially we
give a description of all indecomposable objects in terms of walks (Sections 3.3, 6.1),
which can be regarded as a generalization of Green walks [13] (Section 3.4), strings
and bands [5,31] (Section 3.5). As an application, we give a description of finitely
generated indecomposable modules over quadratic orders (Section 1.3(2)) in Section 7.3.
In forthcoming papers, our results will be applied in construction of large new classes of
orders of tame representation type. Some of the results of this paper were presented at the
Conference and Workshop Constanta 2000 and were announced in [19] without proof.
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bimodules. One advantage of our categorical method is that we do not need base
algebraically closed fields. Thus we can apply our results to many important examples
like algebras over finite fields, orders over p-adic integers, and so on. One basic tool
is a quadratic reduction functor (Section 5.2) which reduces the matrix category of a
given quadratic bimodule to that of a certain new quadratic bimodule. The reduction of
self-reproducing systems in [21] can be regarded as a typical example of our reduction.
Although our reduction is in the same philosophy of the well-known reduction of bocses
and arbitrary bimodule problems [3,4,9], it gives us much more information thanks to
the fact that quadratic bimodules are closed under quadratic reductions. Another basic
tool is a singular functor 〈−〉 : Mat(C,M) → D (Section 2.3), which can be defined
quite naturally also for large classes of bimodule problems. It is a crucial result that
the singular functor gives a universal composition of reduction functors (Section 5.6).
Using the singular functor, we can glue ‘local results’ obtained by reduction functors.
Especially, in Section 6.1, we give a ‘global description’ of Mat(C,M) by considering
the kernel Ker〈−〉 and the image Im〈−〉 := Mat(C,M)/ker〈−〉. It is quite remarkable
that the inclusion Im〈−〉 →D forms a quadratic extension, whose structure is completely
described by singular walks (Section 6.3). On the other hand, Ker〈−〉 is a disjoint union
of full subcategories indexed by regular walks and cyclic walks (Section 6.6), and each
subcategory is almost equivalent to the category of regular modules over certain tame
hereditary algebras. In this sense, Mat(C,M) could be called of tame representation
type.
We give basic facts on quadratic bimodules in Sections 1–3. In Section 4, we introduce
minimal quadratic bimodules (Section 4.2) which is closely related to a class of tame
hereditary algebras called minimal algebras (Section 4.4). A key theorem of Section 4.3
explicitly calculates the singular functor of minimal quadratic bimodules, and it leads to
the quadratic reduction functor in Section 5.2. The central part of this paper is Sections 5
and 6, and we give some applications in Section 7. We give a description of finitely
generated indecomposable modules over quadratic orders (Section 7.3). Hence their factors
form a new class of Artin algebras (including clannish algebras and special biserial
algebras (Section 1.3(3))) such that we can calculate all finitely generated indecomposable
modules over them. As a conclusion, they have a quite similar property like algebras
of tame representation type (Section 7.3). We hope that our results would help to find
a proper definition of Artin algebras of tame representation type over non-algebraically
closed fields. Appendices A–C are devoted to prove results used in previous sections.
Especially, results in Appendix B about certain tame hereditary algebras would have its
own importance.
Notations. Any module over a ring A is assumed to be a left module. We denote by ModA
(respectively modA, prA, flmodA) the category of (respectively finitely generated, finitely
generated projective, finite length) A-modules and by JA the Jacobson radical of A. Put
A := A/JA. Moreover, any category is assumed to be a skeletally small additive category.
For a category C, we denote by C(X,Y ) the morphism set from X to Y , and by fg
the composition of f ∈ C(X,Y ) and g ∈ C(Y,Z). Let isoC (respectively indC) be the
set of isomorphism classes of objects (respectively indecomposable objects) in C, and
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any object is isomorphic to a finite direct sum of objects whose endomorphism rings are
local. Then any object can be written uniquely as a finite direct sum of indecomposable
objects. Any subcategory is assumed to be full, closed under isomorphisms, direct sums,
and direct summands. For S ⊆ isoC, we denote by add S the minimal subcategory of C
which contains S.
0. Main results
In this section we formulate the main results of the paper proved in Sections 5 and 6. In
order to explain them, we start with representative examples covered by our theory.
0.1. Examples. Let R be a complete discrete valuation ring, Γ a local maximal R-order [8],
and Λ a subring of Γ × Γ . We consider the quotient GLn(Λ)\Mn(Γ ) (n  0), where
we put (x, y) · m := xmy−1 for (x, y) ∈ GLn(Λ) and m ∈ Mn(Γ ). Put C := prΛ and
M := prΓ . Then M forms a (C,C)-module (Section 2.1(1)) such that iso Mat(C,M) =⋃
n0 GLn(Λ)\Mn(Γ ).
In this section, we will explain our main results of this paper for the two cases (e1) and
(e2) below, which give elementary examples of a quadratic (C,C)-module M :
(e1) Λ := {(x, y) ∈ Γ × Γ | x − y ∈ JΓ }.
(e2) Λ := Λ1 × Λ2 for an R-order Λi (i = 1,2) such that Γ ⊃ Λi ⊃ JΓ = JΛi and
dimΛi Γ = 2.
0.2. Description by walks. For each quadratic (C,C)-module M , we will define a
graph G(C,M) with thin edges and thick edges. Then a walk is a finite sequence w =
(X0 X1 X2 X3 · · · X2n−2 X2n−1 X2n X2n+1) on G(C,M), where Xi is a
vertex, X2i X2i+1 is a thick edge connecting X2i and X2i+1, and X2i−1 X2i is a thin
edge connecting X2i−1 and X2i . Similarly, a cyclic walk is an infinite periodic sequence
w = (· · ·X2n−2 X2n−1 X0 X1 · · · X2n−2 X2n−1 X0 X1 · · ·) on G(C,M) (see
Section 3.3 for details). One of our main result of this paper is the following theorem (see
Section 6.1 for details).
0.3. Theorem. Let M be a quadratic (C,C)-module. Then for any walk and cyclic walk
w on G(C,M), a full subcategory Nw of Mat(C,M) is naturally defined, and satisfy the
following:
(1) ind Mat(C,M) is a disjoint union of indNw for any walk and cyclic walk w.
(2) For any walk w, # indNw ∈ {1,2} holds. For any cyclic walk w, there exists a full
functor Fw :Nw → flmodHw such that Hw is a skew polynomial ring or a tame
hereditary algebra and (Fw(X) = 0 if and only if X = 0). The image of Fw is explicitly
described.
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is the following graph with thin edges indexed by N0:
(e1)
Y  0 1 2 3




X 
· · · ; (e2)


Y 0 1 2 3




X
· · · .
(e1) There exist one type of walks w = (Y X l1 Y X l2 Y · · · X ln−1 Y X) and
one type of cyclic walks w = (· · ·X l1 Y X l2 Y · · · X ln Y X l1 Y · · ·) (li ∈ N0). For
simplicity, assume that Γ = R = k[[x]] and k is an algebraically closed field. Then indNw
consists of the upper matrix below for the walk w above, and the lower matrix below for
the cyclic walk w above, where T ∈ Mm(k) ⊆ Mm(Γ ) is any Jordan block of non-zero
eigenvalue: 
0 xl1 0 · · · 0 0 0
0 0 xl2
. . . 0 0 0
0 0 0
. . . 0 0 0
...
...
...
. . .
. . .
. . .
...
0 0 0 · · · 0 xln−2 0
0 0 0 · · · 0 0 xln−1
0 0 0 · · · 0 0 0

,

O xl1I O · · · O O O
O O xl2I
. . . O O O
O O O
.. . O O O
...
...
...
. . .
. . .
. . .
...
O O O · · · O xln−2I O
O O O · · · O O xln−1I
xlnT O O · · · O O O

.
(e2) There exist three types of walks (X X l1 Y Y l2 X · · · X l2n−1 Y Y),
(X X
l1 Y Y
l2 X · · · Y l2nX X), and (Y Y l1 X X l2 Y · · · X l2n Y Y ), and
one type of cyclic walks (· · ·X l1 Y Y l2 X · · · Y l2n X X l1 Y · · ·) (li ∈ N0). Al-
though the objects in indNw are explicitly constructed by an inductive process, we omit
to show their concrete form since they are not as simple as the case (e1).
0.4. Reduction functor. Our basic tool in this paper is the following deep theorem (see
Section 5.2 for details), whose proof requires us an explicit calculation of certain functors
associated to certain tame hereditary algebras called ‘minimal algebras’ in Appendix B and
a consideration on ‘reductive bimodule pair’ in Appendix C.
0.5. Theorem. Let M be a quadratic (C,C)-module and M ′ a certain submodule
of M . Then there exist a new quadratic (C′,C′)-module M ′ and a full dense functor
R : Mat(C,M)/JC → Mat(C′,M ′)/JC′ called the reduction functor.
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(e1) Again assume that Γ = R = k[[x]] and k is an algebraically closed field. Take
m ∈ Mn(Γ ) and we will explain how to define R(m). Let Mn(Γ ) → Mn(k) be the nat-
ural surjection. Considering the Jordan normal form of m ∈ Mn(k), we obtain x ∈ GLn(Λ)
such that xm = (m1 m2m3 m4 ) satisfies that m2 = 0 = m3, m1 is a totality of Jordan blocks of
eigenvalue 0, and m4 is a totality of Jordan blocks of non-zero eigenvalue. It can be shown
that there exists x′ ∈ GLn(Λ) such that x′xm = x′
(m1 m2
m3 m4
)= (m1 00 m4 ). Thus m lies in the
same coset with a direct sum of m1 ∈ Mn1(Γ ) and m4 ∈ Mn4(Γ ).
Now we assume
m1 =

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0
 ∈ M6(k)
for simplicity. Then it is easily shown that there exists x′′ ∈ GLn1(Λ) such that
x′′m1 =

a11 a12 0 a13 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
a21 a22 0 a23 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
a31 a32 0 a33 0 0
 ∈ M6(Γ )
with aij ∈ JΓ . We define R by putting R(m) := (aij )1i,j3 ∈ M3(JΓ ). In particular,
R kills all Jordan blocks of non-zero eigenvalue.
Now take another l ∈ Mn(Γ ). It can be shown that GLn(Λ)m = GLn(Λ)l holds if and
only if GLn(k)m = GLn(k)l and (Λ′)×R(m) = (Λ′)×R(l) hold, where
Λ′ :=
{
(x, y) ∈
(
Γ Γ Γ
JΓ Γ Γ
JΓ JΓ Γ
)
×
(
Γ JΓ JΓ
Γ Γ JΓ
Γ Γ Γ
) ∣∣∣∣∣ x − y ∈
(
JΓ Γ Γ
Γ JΓ Γ
Γ Γ JΓ
)}
.
Thus the calculation of GLn(Λ)\Mn(Γ ) is reduced to that of (Λ′)×\M3(JΓ ), a similar
quotient to the original one.
Even if m1 has a different form from above one, we can apply a similar argument. Thus
R gives a bijection from the set of indecomposable matrices in ⋃n0 GLn(Λ)\Mn(Γ )
to a disjoint union of {Jordan blocks of non-zero eigenvalue} and certain sets (indexed
by the normal form of m1) which are similar to the set of indecomposable matrices in
(Λ′)×\M3(JΓ ). We can regard them as iso Mat(C′,M ′) of a certain new quadratic (C′,C′)-
module M ′.
0.6. We repeat the process above one after another. Thus we consider a ‘composition of
reduction functors’ called a reduction sequence (Section 5.3). But one reduction sequence
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the choice of a submodule M ′ in general. Thus there are quite many reduction sequences
starting from M , and we have to consider all of them. Although this is a sheer difficulty, we
can resolve it by considering the singular functor, which is defined quite naturally (Sec-
tion 2.3) and glues all reduction sequences (Section 5.6). It leads us to a ‘global result’
stated in Section 0.3.
1. Nakayama algebras and quadratic extensions
Let A and B be semiperfect rings. For a ring A, we denote by Tn(A) the subring
A A · · · A A
JA A · · · A A
...
...
. . .
...
...
JA JA · · · A A
JA JA · · · JA A

of Mn(A).
1.1. Recall that an A-module M is called serial if the set of sub-A-modules of M is totally
ordered by inclusion. Moreover, we assume that sub-A-modules of M form the opposite of
a well-ordered set. This is satisfied if the length of M is finite, and this assumption is used
in the proof of 6.6. An (A,B)-module M is called Nakayama if Mf is a serial A-module
for any primitive idempotent f of B , and eM is a serial Bop-module for any primitive
idempotent e of A. A ring A is called Nakayama if A is a Nakayama (A,A)-module.
1.2. Let f :B → A be a ring monomorphism.
(1) For any projective B-module P , we denote by fP the ring morphism EndB(P ) →
EndA(A⊗B P ) defined by a 
→ 1 ⊗ a. A ring morphism g is said to be Morita-equivalent
to f if there exist a progenerator P of B and ring isomorphisms a and b such that
g = b ◦ fP ◦ a. This gives an equivalence relation (see below).
(2) We call f a minimal quadratic extension if it is Morita-equivalent to one of the fol-
lowing (O)–(V) for a division ring D, where D′ is a sub-division ring of D of left and right
index 2:
(O) identity map D → D,
(I·II) regular representation D → M2(D′),
(III) diagonal embedding D → D ×D,
(IV) injection D′ → D,
(V) D ×D → M2(D), (x, y) 
→
( x 0
0 y
)
.
(3) Assume that A is a Nakayama ring and JA ⊂ B holds. We denote by f¯ the morphism
B/JA → A/JA induced by f .
We call f a normal quadratic extension if f¯ is Morita-equivalent to a direct prod-
uct of minimal quadratic extensions, and a triangular extension if f¯ is Morita-equivalent
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quadratic extension if f is a composition B g−→C h−→A of a normal quadratic exten-
sion g and a triangular extension h. We call such a decomposition (or simply g) a nor-
malization of f , which is uniquely determined (namely C is unique as a subring of A)
since C = {x ∈ A | xJB ⊆ JB} holds. Immediately, quadratic extensions (respectively tri-
angular extension, normal quadratic extension, minimal quadratic extension of type (t)
(t ∈ {O, I·II, III, IV,V})) are closed under Morita-equivalences.
Proof. (1) Put fP : B ′ := EndB(P ) → A′ := EndA(A ⊗B P ), P̂ := HomB(P,B), and
(A ⊗B P )̂ := HomA(A ⊗B P,A) = A′ ⊗B ′ P̂ . We have the following commutative dia-
grams, where horizontal functors are equivalences:
ModB
A⊗B
ModB ′
P⊗B′
A′⊗B′
ModA ModA′,
(A⊗BP )⊗A′
ModB
A⊗B
P̂⊗B
ModB ′
A′⊗B′
ModA
(A⊗BP )̂ ⊗A
ModA′.
Thus we have the following commutative diagrams for any progenerator Q of B ′, where
horizontal morphisms are isomorphisms:
EndB(P ⊗B ′ Q)
f(P⊗
B′Q)
EndB ′(Q)
(fP )Q
EndA(A⊗B P ⊗B ′ Q) EndA′(A′ ⊗B ′ Q),
B
f
EndB ′(P̂ )
(fP )P̂
A EndA′
(
(A⊗B P )̂
)
.
Thus (fP )Q is Morita-equivalent to f , and f is Morita-equivalent to (fP )P̂ . 
1.2.1. Let fi :Bi → Ai (i = 1,2) be a triangular extension. Then Bi is a Nakayama ring,
any serial Ai -module is a serial Bi -module, and any Nakayama (A1,A2)-module is a
Nakayama (B1,B2)-module.
Proof. Since any simple Ai -module is a serial Bi -module, the second assertion follows.
Since any primitive idempotent of Bi is also primitive in Ai , the third assertion follows.
Thus the first assertion follows. 
1.3. Example. Let R be a complete discrete valuation ring with the quotient field K .
(1) Bass orders [8,10] form one of the most important classes of orders. In [17], Hijikata
and Nishida gave an explicit classification of Bass orders using the concept of primary Bass
chains. We have borrowed terminologies (O)–(V) in 1.2(2) from the type of primary Bass
chains in [17].
By [17], for a semisimple K-algebra A, there exists a bijection from the set of infinite
primary Bass chains in A to the set of division subalgebras B of A of index 2. In this
case, the inclusion B → A is a minimal quadratic extension whose type coincides with the
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type (I) (respectively type (II)) if D|D′ is unramified (respectively ramified), and a mor-
phism of type (IV) is called of type (IVa) (respectively type (IVb)) if D|D′ is unramified
(respectively ramified).
(2) Let Λ be an R-order. Recall that Λ is called hereditary if gl.dimΛ = 1, and called
Bäckström if there exists a hereditary over-order Γ (called the associated hereditary order)
such that Λ ⊃ JΛ = JΓ [16,26,28]. It is well known that Λ is hereditary if and only if it is
a Nakayama algebra [18].
We call Λ a quadratic order if there exists a hereditary over-order Γ such that the in-
clusion f :Λ → Γ is a quadratic extension. Taking a normalization, we can assume that f
is a normal quadratic extension. Hence an order is quadratic if and only if it is a Bäckström
order whose valued quiver [28] is a disjoint union of the following quivers:
• →• • (1,2)→•
•
•
↑
→•
• (2,1)→•
• →•
•
↑
(3) Special biserial algebra and clannish algebras are introduced in [31] and [5], re-
spectively, and string algebras form a special class of them. We will give a description of
indecomposable modules over quadratic orders in 7.3. Using Theorem 1.3.2 below, we can
get a description of indecomposable modules and we can prove the tameness of above al-
gebras (see 7.3). It will be applied in [12,20] to calculate the representation dimension of
special biserial algebras and clannish algebras.
1.3.1. Definition. Let k be a field, Q = (Q0,Q1) a quiver, T a set of relations, and
B := kQ/(T ). Assume dimk B < ∞. We call B special biserial if the conditions (i) and (ii)
below are satisfied [31], and string if B is special biserial and T consists of zero-relations.
We call B clannish if T = {a2 − a | a ∈ S1} ∪ Z for a set Z of zero-relations and a set
S1 of loops (which we call special loops) and the conditions (i), (ii′), and (iii) below are
satisfied [5], [14, 5.6]:
(i) For any v ∈ Q0, at most two arrows start at v, and at most two arrows terminate at v.
(ii) (respectively (ii′)) For any a ∈ Q1 (respectively a ∈ Q1\S1), there is at most one
b ∈ Q1 such that t (a) = s(b) and ab /∈ T , and there is at most one c ∈ Q1 such that
s(a) = t (c) and ca /∈ T .
(iii) None of the paths in Z do start or end with a special loop, or involve the square of a
special loop.
1.3.2. Theorem. Let B be a clannish algebra or a special biserial algebra over a field k,
and let R = k[[t]] be the formal power series ring. Then there exist a quadratic R-order
Λ and a two-sided ideal I of Λ such that B = Λ/I . Moreover, if B is a clannish algebra,
then we can assume that I is a two-sided ideal of the associated hereditary order Γ of Λ.
1.3.3. Let B = kQ/(T ) be a clannish algebra or a special biserial algebra defined in 1.3.1
and R := k[[t]]. For the clannish case, we assume that at most one special loop starts at any
vertex. For the special biserial case, put S1 := ∅.
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(i) If two arrows start at t (a) for a ∈ Q1\S1, then there exists exactly one b ∈ Q1\S1 such
that t (a) = s(b) and ab ∈ S2. Dually, if two arrows terminate at s(b) for b ∈ Q1\S1,
then there exists exactly one a ∈ Q1\S1 such that t (a) = s(b) and ab ∈ S2. Any path
in S2 is obtained in one of these ways.
(2) There exists a quiver morphism f :Q′ → Q which satisfies (ii)–(iv):
(ii) Any connected component Q′ (i) (1  i  c) of Q′ is a cycle   






or a path        with ni vertices.
(iii) f1 :Q′1 → Q1 is bijective, and any x ∈ S2 does not lift to a path of Q′.
(iv) For v ∈ Q0, #f−10 (v) = 2 if and only if either a special arrow starts at v, two arrow
starts at v, or two arrows terminate at v. Otherwise, #f−10 (v) = 1.
Proof. (1) This is easily done. We notice that, if a, b ∈ Q1 and c ∈ S1 satisfy t (a) = s(b) =
s(c), then ab ∈ T .
(2) We only have to separate the quiver Q according to (ii)–(iv). 
1.3.4. Proof of Theorem 1.3.2. First, we consider the case excluded in 1.3.3, namely two
special loops a and b start at one vertex v. Then Q0 = {v} and Q1 = {a, b} holds, and it is
easily checked that we have an isomorphism
kQ/
(
a2 − a, b2 − b)→ ( k[t] tk[t]
(1 − t)k[t] k[t]
)
defined by
a 
→
(
1 0
0 0
)
and b 
→
(
t t
1 − t 1 − t
)
.
Since any finite length k[T ]-module is a product of modules over completions of k[T ] at
hight one prime ideals, the assertion follows easily.
Next, we use the notations in 1.3.3. Let k̂Q be the completion of kQ with respect to
the ideal generated by Q1\S1. Put S := {a2 − a | a ∈ S1} ∪ S2 ⊆ T . By (ii), k̂Q′ (i) is ei-
ther Tni (R) or Tni (k) = Tni (R)/Mni (JR). Thus k̂Q′ is a factor of a hereditary R-order∏
1ic Tni (R). Let ( ) : k̂Q′ →
∏
1ic Tni (k) be the natural surjection. By (iii) and (iv),
we obtain
k̂Q/(S) = {x ∈ k̂Q′ ∣∣ for any v1, v2 ∈ f−11 (v) (v1 = v2),
(v1 + v2)x(v1 + v2) ∈
(
k 0
0 k
)
if a special arrow starts at v,}
and v1xv1 = v2xv2 holds otherwise .
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the former assertion follows. We can easily check the latter assertion by lifting zero-
relations of kQ to those of kQ′. 
1.4. The following theorem gives a reason why we call f in 1.2(3) quadratic. We do not
use it in this paper, and its proof will be given in Appendix A.
Theorem. Let k be a field and f :B → A a morphism of finite-dimensional k-algebras such
that A is semisimple. Then f is a quadratic extension if and only if 2 dimk eBe dimk eAe
holds for any idempotent e of B .
2. Modules over additive categories and singular functors
2.1. Let C and D be Krull–Schmidt categories.
(1) A (left) C-module L is a contravariant additive functor L :C → Ab. We denote by
ModC the abelian category of C-modules. A (C,D)-module M is a covariant additive
functor M :D→ ModC. Putting M(X,Y ) := (M(Y ))(X) for X ∈ obC and Y ∈ obD, we
obtain a bifunctor M :C×Dop →Ab. Then M(X,Y ) forms a (C(X,X),D(Y,Y ))-module
for any X ∈ obC and Y ∈ obD.
If F :C′ → C and G :D′ → D are additive functors and M is a (C,D)-module, then
M can be regarded as a (C′,D′)-module by (X,Y ) 
→ M(F(X),G(Y )) for X ∈ obC′ and
Y ∈ obD′.
(2) Let M be a (C,C)-module. Define the matrix category Mat(C,M) as follows [3–7,
9]: An objects of Mat(C,M) is a pair Xm consisting of X ∈ obC and m ∈ M(X,X). Put
Mat(C,M)(Xm,X′m′) = {f ∈ C(X,X′) | mf = fm′}, and the composition is given by
that of C. We often identify Mat(C,0) with C.
Let N be a (D,D)-module, F :C → D an additive functor, and g :M → N a (C,C)-
morphism, where N is regarded as a (C,C)-module by F. Then we have a functor
(F, g) : Mat(C,M) → Mat(D,N) sending Xm to (F(X))(g(m)). For example, we often
consider a forgetful functor (1,0) : Mat(C,M) → Mat(C,0) = C, and we often regard C as
a full subcategory of Mat(C,M) by (1,0) :C = Mat(C,0) → Mat(C,M).
(3) A category C can be regarded as a (C,C)-module M by putting M(X,Y ) := C(X,Y ).
A sub-(C,C)-module I of C is called an ideal of C. Then we have a category C/I with a
full dense functor ( ) :C→ C/I by obC/I := obC and C/I (X,X′) := C(X,X′)/I (X,X′).
Let F :C → D be a functor. Then we have an ideal kerF of C called the kernel of F
formed by morphisms f which satisfy F(f ) = 0. Moreover, we have a category ImF
called the image of F by ImF := C/kerF, and a full subcategory KerF of C called the
kernel of F formed by objects X ∈ obC which satisfy F(X) = 0. Since C is Krull–Schmidt,
indC is a disjoint union of indImF and indKerF.
(4) A norm ‖−‖ of C is a map ‖−‖ : obC → N0 satisfying ‖X‖ = ‖Y‖ + ‖Z‖ if X is
isomorphic to Y ⊕Z. If {X ∈ indC | ‖X‖ < d} is a finite set for any d > 0, we call ‖−‖ a
discrete norm. Define the standard norm ‖−‖ of C by ‖X‖ := 1 for any X ∈ indC.
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(1) A C-module L is called serial if the set of sub-C-modules of L is totally ordered
by inclusion, and a (C,D)-module M is called Nakayama if M( ,Y ) is a serial C-module
for any Y ∈ indD and M(X, ) is a serial Dop-module for any X ∈ indC. Equivalently,
M(X,Y ) is a Nakayama (C(X,X),D(Y,Y ))-module for any X ∈ obC and Y ∈ obD.
Let P(M;C,D) be the set of pairs (L,L′) such that L is a non-zero sub-(C,D)-
module of M and L′ is a maximal sub-(C,D)-module of L. For (L,L′) ∈ P(M;C,D),
a unique element (X,Y ) ∈ indC× indD satisfying (L/L′)(X,Y ) = 0 is called the support
of (L,L′). For another (L1,L′1) ∈ P(M;C,D), we write (L1,L′1)  (L,L′) if they have
a common support (X,Y ) and L1(X,Y ) = L(X,Y ) holds as a subset of M(X,Y ). Put
P(M;C,D) := P(M;C,D)/ .
We call a sub-(C,D)-modules N of M local (respectively colocal) if there exists an
exactly one maximal (respectively minimal) (C,D)-module N ′ such that 0 ⊆ N ′  N (re-
spectively N  N ′ ⊆ M). Any class of P(M;Cl ,Cr ) contains a unique element (L,L′) ∈
P(M;Cl ,Cr ) such that L is local (respectively L′ is colocal), which we call the local (re-
spectively colocal) representative (see below). Moreover, regarding P(M;C,D) as the set
of local sub-(C,D)-modules of M , we define a partial order ⊇ on P(M;C,D) by the in-
clusion relation. For any (X,Y ) ∈ indC × indD, the set {L ∈ P(M;C,D) | (X,Y ) is the
support of L} form the opposite of a well-ordered set (Section 1.1).
(2) A category C is called Nakayama if C is a Nakayama (C,C)-module, or equivalently,
C(X,X) is a Nakayama ring for any X ∈ obC.
A functor I :C → D is called weakly dense if any X ∈ obD is isomorphic to a di-
rect summand of some I(Y ) (Y ∈ obC). A weakly dense functor I :C → D is called a
quadratic extension (respectively triangular extension, normal quadratic extension, mini-
mal quadratic extension of type (t) (t ∈ {O, I·II, III, IV,V})) if so is IX,X for any X ∈ obC.
By 1.2(3), any quadratic extension I is uniquely written as a composition C J−→E K−→D
of a normal quadratic extension J and a triangular extension K. This decomposition (or
simply J) is called the normalization of I.
Proof. (1) For (L,L′) ∈ P(M;Cl ,Cr ), put N =⋂L1 and N ′ =⋂L′1 (respectively N =∑
L1 and N ′ =∑L′1) where (L1,L′1) is an element of P(M;C,D) such that (L1,L′1) 
(L,L′). Then (N,N ′) is a local (respectively colocal) representative of (L,L′). 
2.3. Let M be a (Cl ,Cr )-module and I :C→ Cl ×Cr be a functor. We write the components
of an object X (respectively morphism f ) of Cl × Cr as (Xl,Xr) (respectively (fl, fr )).
(1) Let x = Xm ∈ ob Mat(Cl × Cr ,M). We call x (or simply m) regular in (M;Cl ,Cr ) if
every non-zero split monomorphism a ∈ Cl ( ,Xl) satisfies am = 0 and every non-zero split
epimorphism b ∈ Cr (Xr, ) satisfies mb = 0. We call (x,
(
a1
a2
)
, (b1 b2)) a regular system of
x in (M;Cl ,Cr ) if
(
a1
a2
)
and (b1 b2) are isomorphisms, a1m = 0, mb1 = 0, and a2mb2 is
regular. It is easily shown that any x has a regular system.
(2) Define a category Mˇat(C,M) as follows: An object of Mˇat(C,M) is a regular system
xˇ of some x ∈ ob Mat(C,M). Put Mˇat(C,M)(xˇ, yˇ) := Mat(C,M)(x,y). Since any x has a
regular system, Mˇat(C,M) is equivalent to Mat(C,M).
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〈−〉 := (〈−〉l 〈−〉r) : Mˇat(C,M) → Cl × Cr
of (M;Cl ,Cr ) with natural transformations α : 〈−〉l → Pl and β :Pr → 〈−〉r as follows,
where P∗ : Mˇat(C,M) → C∗ is the composition of the forgetful functor (1,0) and the nat-
ural functor C I−→Cl × Cr → C∗ → C∗ (∗ = l, r): for a regular system xˇ = (x,
(
a1
a2
)
, (b1 b2))
of x = Xm, let 〈xˇ〉l be the domain of a1, 〈xˇ〉r the codomain of b1, αxˇ := a1 ∈ Cl (〈xˇ〉l ,Xl)
and βxˇ := b1 ∈ Cl (Xr, 〈xˇ〉r ). For
yˇ =
(
y,
(
a′1
a′2
)
,
(
b′1 b′2
))
and f ∈ Mˇat(C,M)(xˇ, yˇ),
put (
t1
t2
)
:= (b1 b2)−1,
(
s′1 s′2
) := (a′1
a′2
)−1
, and 〈f 〉 :=
(
a1fls
′
1, t1frb
′
1
)
.
Then the functor 〈−〉 is well-defined since 〈f 〉 is a unique morphism satisfying αxˇfl =
〈f 〉lαyˇ and frβyˇ = βxˇ〈f 〉r (see below).
Define the singular category C(∞) with the functor I(∞) = (I(∞)l I(∞)r ) :C(∞) → Cl × Cr
as follows: obC(∞) := ob Mˇat(C,M), C(∞)(xˇ, yˇ) := {g ∈ (Cl × Cr )(〈xˇ〉, 〈yˇ〉) | g = 〈f 〉 for
some f ∈ Mˇat(C,M)(xˇ, yˇ)}, I(∞) : obC(∞) = ob Mˇat(C,M) → obCl × Cr is given by 〈−〉,
and I(∞)
xˇ,yˇ :C(∞)(xˇ, yˇ) → (Cl × Cr )(〈xˇ〉, 〈yˇ〉) is the natural injection. Thus we have the pull-
back diagram below and natural equivalence Im〈−〉 → C(∞)/JCl×Cr :
C(∞)
I(∞)
Im〈−〉 = Mˇat(C,M)/ker〈−〉
〈−〉
Cl × Cr Cl × Cr .
(3) Except Appendix C, we use the following simpler definition of the singular functor
and the singular category: we fix a regular system xˇ for any x ∈ ob Mat(C,M). Then we
define the singular functor 〈−〉 : Mat(C,M) → Cl × Cr by composing 〈−〉 in (2) with the
embedding Mat(C,M) → Mˇat(C,M), x 
→ xˇ, and the singular category C(∞) by replac-
ing its definition in (2) by obC(∞) := ob Mat(C,M). Obviously, another choice of regular
systems does not change the singular functor and the singular category up to isomorphisms.
We denote by (1,0) : isoC(∞) → isoC the map induced by obC(∞) = ob Mat(C,M) f−→
iso Mat(C,M) (1,0)−−→ isoC, where f cancels a maximal direct summand contained in
Ker〈−〉.
Proof. (2) Put x = Xm and y = X′m′. Since (a1fls′2)a′2m′ = a1flm′ = a1mfr = 0 holds,
we obtain a1fls′2 ∈ JCl . Thus αxˇfl = a1fls′1a′1 = 〈f 〉lαyˇ holds, and frβyˇ = βxˇ〈f 〉r holds
dually. Since αyˇ is a monomorphism and βxˇ is an epimorphism, 〈f 〉 is unique. 
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Proposition. Let M be a (Cl ,Cr )-module, J :C → C′l × C′r a functor, K = Kl × Kr :C′l ×
C′r → Cl × Cr a triangular extension, and 〈−〉 : Mat(C,M) → Cl × Cr (respectively
〈−〉1 : Mat(C,M) → C′l ×C′r ) the singular functor of (M;Cl ,Cr ) (respectively (M;C′l ,C′r )).
Then there exists a functor 〈−〉2 : Mat(C,M) → C′l ×C′r/JCl×Cr such that ( )◦ 〈−〉2 = 〈−〉1
holds for ( ) :C′l × C′r/JCl×Cr → C′l × C′r and K ◦ 〈−〉2 is isomorphic to 〈−〉. Moreover, if
ImJ ⊃ JC′l×C′r holds, then Im〈−〉2 ⊃ JC′l×C′r /JCl×Cr holds.
2.4.1. (1) Let K :C′ → C be a triangular extension and f ∈ C(X,K(Y )) a split monomor-
phism in C. Then there exist a split monomorphism f ′ in C′ and an isomorphism g in C
such that f = gK(f ′).
(2) Let M be a (Cl ,Cr )-module, K = Kl ×Kr :C′l ×C′r → Cl ×Cr a triangular extension,
and Xm ∈ ob Mat(C′l ×C′r ,M). Then Xm is regular in (M;C′l ,C′r ) if and only if it is regular
in (M;Cl ,Cr ).
Proof. (1) First, assume X ∈ indC. Put Y = ⊕ni=1 Yi (Yi ∈ indC′) and f =: (fi)i ∈
C(X,⊕i K(Yi)), where fi (1  i < m) is an isomorphism in C and fi (m  i  n) is
in JC . Then m > 1 holds since f is a split monomorphism. Since K is a triangular ex-
tension, we assume that KY1,Yi (1  i < m) is surjective by changing indices. More-
over, K(C′(Y1, Yi)) ⊃ JC(K(Y1),K(Yi)) holds for any i (m  i  n). Hence there exists
f ′i ∈ C′(Y1, Yi) (1 i  n) such that K(f ′i ) = f−11 fi . We may put f ′ := (f ′i )i and g := f1.
Next, assume X = X1 ⊕ X2 (Xi = 0) and put f =:
(
f1
f2
) ∈ C(X1 ⊕ X2,K(Y )). Induc-
tively, there exist a split monomorphism f ′1 in C′ and an isomorphism g1 in C such that
f1 = g1K(f ′1). Take an isomorphism a in C′ such that f ′1a = (1 0), and put
fK(a) =
(
g1K(f ′1a)
f2K(a)
)
=:
(
g1 0
f3 f4
)
.
Since f4 is a split monomorphism in C, there exist a split monomorphism f ′4 in C′ and an
isomorphism g2 in C such that f4 = g2K(f ′4) inductively again. Then
f =
(
g1 0
f3 g2
)
K
((
1 0
0 f ′4
)
a−1
)
shows the assertion.
(2) We only have to show the ‘only if’ part. Assume that a split monomorphism f in
Cl satisfies fm = 0. Take a split monomorphism f ′ in C′l and an isomorphism g in Cl such
that f = gK(f ′) by (1). Then K(f ′)m = g−1fm = 0 holds, a contradiction. 
2.4.2. Proof of 2.4. Take regular systems ((x,
(
a1x
a2x
)
, (b1x b2x)))x∈ob Mat(C,M) in (M ′;C′l ,C′r )
which define 〈−〉1. Then they are also regular systems in (M;Cl ,Cr ) by 2.4.1(2). Put
(s1x s2x) :=
(
a1x
a2x
)−1
and
(
t1x
t2x
) := (b1x b2x)−1. Put 〈x〉2 := 〈x〉1 for any x ∈ ob Mat(C,M),
and 〈f 〉2 := (a1xfls1y, t1xfrb1y) ∈ (Cl×Cr )(〈x〉2, 〈y〉2) for any f ∈ Mat(C,M)(x,y). Then
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the uniqueness of singular functors implies that K ◦ 〈−〉2 is isomorphic to 〈−〉.
We will show the latter assertion. Take any f = (fl fr ) ∈ JC′l×C′r (〈x〉, 〈y〉) (x = Xm,
y = Yn). Put
g :=
(
(s1x s2x)
(
fl 0
0 0
)(
a1y
a2y
)
, (b1x b2x)
(
fr 0
0 0
)(
t1y
t2y
))
∈ JC′l×C′r (X,Y )
and take h ∈ C(X,Y ) such that J(h) = g. It is easily checked that h ∈ Mat(C,M)(x,y) and
〈h〉2 = f hold. 
3. Quadratic bimodules and walks
In the rest of this paper, fix a commutative complete local ring R. A category is called an
R-category if each morphism set is an R-module and the composition map is R-bilinear.
A functor I :C → D between R-categories is called an R-functor if each IX,Y is an R-
morphism for any X,Y ∈ obC. A (C,D)-module M is called an R-(C,D)-module if R
acts centrally on a (C(X,X),D(Y,Y ))-module M(X,Y ) for any X ∈ obC and Y ∈ obD.
3.1. Definition. Let an R-functor I = (Il Ir ) : C → Cl × Cr be a (normal) quadratic ex-
tension and M a Nakayama R-(Cl ,Cr )-module. Assume that C(X,Y ) is a finitely gener-
ated R-module for any X,Y ∈ obC. Then we call (M;Cl ,Cr ) (or simply M) a (normal)
quadratic (C,C)-module. In this case, let
C J−→C′l × C′r Kl×Kr−−−−→Cl × Cr
be a normalization of I. Then (M;C′l ,C′r ) is a normal quadratic (C,C)-module by 1.2.1,
which we call a normalization of (M;Cl ,Cr ). Notice that we need the base ring R in order
to apply the general theory of finite-dimensional hereditary algebras in Appendix B, and
to assure that Mat(C,M) forms a Krull–Schmidt category again.
3.2. Definition. (1) Let I :C→D be a normal quadratic extension. We can uniquely define
a subset i˜nd I of isoC and maps
(˜ ) : indD→ i˜nd I, ι : indD→ indD ∪ {0}, and κ : indD→ {O, I·II, III, IV,V}
by the following conditions (i) and (ii):
(i) Any element of indC is a direct summand of exactly one element of i˜nd I.
(ii) For any X ∈ indD, IX˜,X˜ is a minimal quadratic extension of type (κ(X)) and I(X˜) =X ⊕ ι(X) holds. Moreover, κ(X) = O implies ι(X) = 0.
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κ(X) O I·II III IV V
X˜ indec. indec. indec. twice of an indec. object direct sum of two distinct indec. objects
ι(X) 0 X = 0,X X X
We extend (˜ ) and ι to maps isoD→ isoC and isoD→ isoD, respectively. We define
a map λ : indC → isoC by λ(X) := I˜(X) for κ(X) = V, and λ(X) := X2 otherwise. We
extend λ to a map isoC→ isoC.
(2) For a triangular extension I :C → D and any X ∈ indD, define a total order  on
K−1(X) = {Y ∈ indC | K(Y ) = X} by (Y  Y ′ ⇔ C/JD(Y,Y ′) = 0).
3.3. Definition. Let (M;Cl ,Cr ) be a normal quadratic (C,C)-module.
(1) In this subsection, (X LY) means that the support of L ∈ P(M;Cl ,Cr ) is (X,Y ) or
(Y,X). For X,Y ∈ (indCl ×Cr )∪{0}, (X Y) means that (X = 0 and ι(X) = Y ) or (Y = 0
and X = ι(Y )) hold. We call a diagram
w = (X0 X1 L1 X2 X3 L2 X4 · · · X2n−1 LnX2n X2n+1)
a walk of length n ( 0);
w = (· · · X−1 L0 X0 X1 L1 X2 X3 L2 X4 · · ·)
satisfying Li+n = Li, Xi+2n = Xi for some n > 0 a cyclic walk;
w = (X0 X1 L1 X2 X3 L2 X4 · · · X2n−1 LnX2n)
satisfying X0 = 0 a half walk of length n ( 0).
We call a walk regular if X0 = 0 = X2n+1 holds, and singular otherwise. We identify a
cyclic walk with its translation. Let
Wsin(C,M)
(
respectively Wreg(C,M), W(C), Wcyc(C,M), Wha(C,M)
)
be the set of singular walks (respectively regular walks, walks of length 0, cyclic walks,
half walks). We regard indCl × Cr as the set of half walks of length 0.
For w = (· · ·X2i−2 X2i−1 Li X2i X2i+1 · · ·) ∈ W∗(C,M) (∗ = sin, reg, or cyc), put
wop = (· · ·X2i+1 X2i Li X2i−1 X2i−2 · · ·) ∈ W∗(C,M). Thus the group G := {1, ( )op}
acts on W∗(C,M), and we put
W∗(C,M) := W∗(C,M)/G.
We have a bijection t : W(C) := W(C)/G → i˜nd I. We call w symmetric if w = wop. For
L ∈ P(M;Cl ,Cr ), let WL∗ (C,M) be the set of w ∈ W∗(C,M) such that Li = L for any i.
(2) Define a graph G(C,M) with thin edges and thick edges as follows: The set of
vertices is (indCl × Cr ) ∪ {0}. Draw a thick edge X ι(X) for any X ∈ indCl × Cr , and
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gard Wsin(C,M)∪Wreg(C,M) (respectively Wcyc(C,M)) as the set of walks (respectively
cyclic walks) on G(C,M) in the sense of 0.2.
3.3.1. Definition. Let (M;Cl ,Cr ) be a normal quadratic (C,C)-module and (ι, κ) the type
of I :C→ Cl × Cr .
(1) For w = (X0 X1 L1 · · · LnX2n X2n+1) ∈ W∗(C,M) (∗ = sin, reg), put l(w) := X0,
r(w) := X2n+1, and t(w) := ⊕ni=0 t(X2i X2i+1) ∈ isoC (3.3(1)). We sometimes use
the notation like (w1 L w2) for walks w1, w2 and L ∈ P(M;Cl ,Cr ) with the support
(r(w1), l(w2)) or (l(w2), r(w1)). We define t(w) for w ∈ Wcyc(C,M) by taking a short-
est w′ ∈ Wsin(C,M) such that w = (· · · L w′ L w′ L · · ·) and putting t(w) := t(w′).
(2) Define maps (˜ ) : Wha(C,M) → Wsin(C,M), l, r : Wha(C,M) → indCl × Cr ,
ι : Wha(C,M) → Wha(C,M)∪ {0}, and κ : Wha(C,M) → {O, I·II, III, IV,V} as follows:
For w = (X0 X1 L1 · · · Ln X2n) ∈ Wha(C,M), put w˜ := (w ι(X2n)), l(w) := X0, and
r(w) := ι(X2n). Put κ(w) := O if r(w) = 0, κ(w) := κ(X) if w˜ is a symmetric walk with the
form w˜ = (v LX X L vop) for X ∈ indCl × Cr , and κ(w) := III otherwise. Put ι(w) := 0
if r(w) = 0, and ι˜(w) := (w˜)op otherwise.
For any X ∈ indCl × Cr , define a total order  on each subset l−1(X) of Wha(C,M) as
follows: For distinct wi ∈ l−1(X) (i = 1,2), take a common part v and write wi = (v˜ Li w′i )
(i = 1,2), L1 = L2. (If wi = v, then we regard Li as 0.) Define w1 < w2 if and only if
(L1  L2 and r(v) ∈ indCr ) or (L1  L2 and r(v) ∈ indCl). It is easily checked that  is
well-defined.
3.4. Example. (1) For (e1) and (e2) in Section 0.1, the ordered sets of half walks of length
 2 are given by the following:
(e1) X < · · · <X(2) < · · ·<X(2,2) < X(2,1) < X(2,0) < X(1) < · · ·<X(1,2)
< X(1,1) < X(1,0) < X(0) < · · · <X(0,2) < X(0,1) < X(0,0),
Y > · · · > Y(2) > · · ·> Y(2,2) > Y(2,1) > Y(2,0) > Y(1) > · · ·> Y(1,2)
> Y(1,1) > Y(1,0) > Y(0) > · · · > Y(0,2) > Y(0,1) > Y(0,0),
where indCl = {X}, indCr = {Y },
X(l1, l2, . . .) :=
(
X Y
l1 X Y
l2 · · ·), Y (l1, l2, . . .) := (Y X l1 Y X l2 · · ·).
(e2) X(0) < · · · <X(0,2) < X(0,1) < X(0,0) < X(1) < · · · <X(1,2) < X(1,1)
< X(1,0) < X(2) < · · ·<X(2,2) < X(2,1) < X(2,0) < · · ·<X,
Y(0) > · · · > Y(0,2) > Y(0,1) > Y(0,0) > Y(1) > · · · > Y(1,2) > Y(1,1)
> Y(1,0) > Y(2) > · · ·> Y(2,2) > Y(2,1) > Y(2,0) > · · · > Y,
where indCl = {X}, indCr = {Y },( ) ( )
X(l1, l2, . . .) := X X l1 Y Y l2 · · · , Y (l1, l2, . . .) := Y Y l1 X X l2 · · · .
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the associated hereditary order of Λ. Assume that Λ := Λ/JΛ → Γ := Γ/JΓ is a direct
product of morphisms of type (O) or (III). Then Λ is a generalized Green order with a
truncated graph G in the sense of [27]. It is well known that the projective resolutions of
certain Λ-modules are described by Green walks on G [27], which was first studied in [13].
It is remarkable that we can canonically define another generalized Green order Λ′ with
the associated hereditary order Γ × Γ which satisfies the following condition:
Put C := prΛ′, Cl = Cr := prΓ , I := (Γ ×Γ )⊗Λ′ :C→ Cl ×Cr , and M := JprΓ /J 2prΓ .
Then (M;Cl ,Cr ) is a normal quadratic (C,C)-module such that Wcyc(C,M) gives the set
of cyclic Green walks on G, and Wreg(C,M) gives the set of finite Green walks on G.
Proof. (2) Define Λ′ as follows: We can take a complete set of orthogonal primitive idem-
potents [1, p. 89] E of Λ and a decomposition e = e1 + e2 for any e ∈ E (e2 may be
zero) such that {e1, e2 | e ∈ E}\{0} gives a complete set of orthogonal primitive idempo-
tents of Γ . Then we have natural inclusions ae1 : eΛe → e1Γ e1 × e2Γ e2 (⊆ Γ × Γ ) and
ae2 : eΛe → e2Γ e2 × e1Γ e1 (⊆ Γ × Γ ). Put ai :=
∏
e∈E aei :Λ → Γ × Γ and define a
subring Λ′ of Γ × Γ by the pull-back diagram below.
Λ×Λ
(a1a2)
Γ × Γ
Λ′ Γ × Γ.
( )×( )
Then it is not difficult to check that Λ′ satisfies the desired condition. 
3.5. Example. Let B = kQ/(T ) be a clannish algebra defined in 1.3.1.
(1) By 1.3.2, there exist a quadratic order Λ, a hereditary order Γ and an ideal
I of Γ such that B = Λ/I and A = Γ/I . Put C := prB × prB , Cl = Cr := prA,
I := (A × A) ⊗B×B :C → Cl × Cr , and M := JprA. Then (M;Cl ,Cr ) is a normal
quadratic (C,C)-module with a full dense functor F : Mat(C,M) → modB defined by
F((P1,P0)m) := Cokm [4]. By using the quiver morphism f :Q′ → Q in 1.3.3, we can
describe G(C,M) by (i)–(iii) below.
(i) Put Q′∗,0 := {v∗ | v ∈ Q′0} for ∗ = l and r . The set of vertices in G(C,M) is a disjoint
union of Q′l,0 and Q′r,0.
(ii) For any u,v ∈ Q′0 with v = u and f0(u) = f0(v), we draw thick edges ul vl and
ur vr .
(iii) For each path x with the length at least one from u to v in Q′ such that x /∈ T , we
draw a thin edge ul x vr .
For example, let B := k〈a, b〉/(ab, ba, aN, bN) for N > 0. Then A = k[a]/(aN) ×
k[b]/(bN), and G(C,M) is the graph below, where ul n ur (respectively vl n vr ) means
n n
ul
a ur (respectively vl b vr ).
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(2) It is well known that indecomposable B-modules are described in terms of strings
and bands [5,31]. We will explain the relationship between the walks on G(C,M) and
strings and bands. For simplicity, assume that B is a string algebra. Let Q−1 := {a− |
a ∈ Q1} be the set of formal inverse of Q1, and put (a−)− := a for any a ∈ Q1. Recall that
a string (respectively band) is a sequence w = a1a2 · · ·an with ai ∈ Q1 ∪Q−1 such that the
conditions (a) and (b) are satisfied (for the band case, we regard the indices 1,2, . . . , n as
elements in the cyclic group Z/nZ):
(a) t (ai) = s(ai+1) and ai = a−i+1 for any i (1 i < n) (respectively 1 i  n).
(b) Neither aiai+1 · · ·aj−1aj nor a−j a−j−1 · · ·a−i+1a−i are in T for any i, j (1 i < j  n)
(respectively 1 i, j  n).
We identify w = a1a2 · · ·an and w− := a−n a−n−1 · · ·a−1 . A band w = a1a2 · · ·an is
identified with its rotation ai+1 · · ·ana1 · · ·ai and its multiple wm. Then one can easily
construct a bijection from the set of strings (respectively bands) of B to Wsin(C,M) ∪
Wreg(C,M)\W(C)l (respectively Wcyc(C,M)), where W(C)l is the set of walks of length
zero whose vertices are contained in Q′l,0. Thus our Theorem 6.1 also gives the description
in [5,31] (cf. 7.3).
For the above example in (1), a band (an1b−m1an2b−m2 · · ·ant b−mt ) (0 < ni,mi < N )
corresponds to a cyclic walk (· · · mt vl ul n1 ur vr m1 vl ul n2 · · · nt ur vr mt vl ul
n1 · · ·). A string (an1b−m1an2b−m2 · · ·ant b−mt ) (0 < ni+1,mi < N for any i (0 < i < t ),
0 n1,mt < N ) corresponds to a walk(
vl ul
n1+1ur vr m1 vl ul n2 · · · mt−1 vl ul nt ur vr mt+1vl ul
)
if n1,mt < N − 1,(
vl ul
n1+1ur vr m1 vl ul n2 · · · mt−1 vl ul nt ur vr
)
if n1 <N − 1,
mt = N − 1,(
ur vr
m1 vl ul
n2 · · · mt−1 vl ul nt ur vr mt+1vl ul
)
if n1 = N − 1,
mt < N − 1,(
ur vr
m1 vl ul
n2 · · · mt−1 vl ul nt ur vr
)
if n1 =mt =N −1.
4. Minimal quadratic bimodules and minimal algebras
4.1. A quadratic (C,C)-module (M;Cl ,Cr ) is called minimal if M is a simple (Cl ,Cr )-
module, JC = 0, and any X ∈ indC satisfies M( ,X) = 0 or M(X, ) = 0.
Then I :C → Cl × Cr is a normal quadratic extension. Let (ι, κ) be its type and
(X,Y ) ∈ indCl × indCr the support of (M,0). Then indCl ×Cr ⊆ {X,Y, ι(X), ι(Y )} holds.
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G ∈ obC such that addG = C, and put T := C(G,G), U := Hom−T (M(G,G),T ), and
A :=⊕n0(U ⊗T · · · ⊗T U) (nth power). We call A the associated algebra of M . Up to
Morita-equivalence, A is independent of the choice of G.
4.2. Let (M;Cl ,Cr ) be a minimal quadratic (C,C)-module of type (T ) with the support
(X,Y ). It is easily checked that the following (1) and (2) hold:
(1) Wha(C,M) is given by the following (t1, t2 ∈ {I·II, IV,V}):
T l−1(X) l−1(Y ) l−1(ι(X)) l−1(ι(Y ))
III s0 < s1 < s2 < · · · · · · < s′2 < s′1 < s′0 − −
t1 × t2 t0 < t1 < t2 < · · · < i2 < i1 < i0 p0 < p1 < p2 < · · · < t′2 < t′1 < t′0 − −
III × t2 i′0 p0 < t′0 t0 < i1 < i0 −
O × t2 i′0 p0 < t′0 − −
t1 × III t0 < i0 p′0 − p0 < p1 < t′0
t1 × O t0 < i0 p′0 − −
III × III i′0 p′0 t0 < i0 p0 < t′0
O × III i′0 p′0 − p0 < t′0
III × O i′0 p′0 t0 < i0 −
O × O i′0 p′0 − −
in :=
(
ι(X) X MY Y MX · · ·Y MX) (length 2n), i′0 := (X),
pn :=
(
ι(Y ) Y MX X MY · · ·X MY ) (length 2n), p′0 := (Y ),
tn :=
(
ι(X) X MY Y MX · · ·X MY ) (length 2n+ 1),
t′n :=
(
ι(Y ) Y MX X MY · · ·Y MX) (length 2n+ 1),
sn :=
(
X Y MX Y MX · · ·Y MX) (length n),
s′n :=
(
Y X MY X MY · · ·X MY ) (length n).
(2) W∗(C,M) (∗ = sin, reg, or cyc) is given by the following (t1, t2 ∈ {I·II, IV,V}):
T Wsin(C,M) Wreg(C,M) Wcyc(C,M)
III s˜n (n 0) − s˜∞
t1 × t2 i˜n, t˜n, p˜n (n 0) − t˜∞
III × t2 i˜0, i˜1, t˜0, p˜0 − −
O × t2 i˜0, t˜0, p˜0 i˜1 −
t1 × III i˜0, t˜0, p˜1, p˜0 − −
t1 × O i˜0, t˜0, p˜0 p˜1 −
III × III, O × III, III × O i˜0, t˜0, p˜0 − −
O × O i˜0, p˜0 t˜0 −
( )
i˜n := ι(X) X MY Y MX · · ·Y MX ι(X) (length 2n),
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(
ι(Y ) Y MX X MY · · ·X MY ι(Y )) (length 2n),
t˜n :=
(
ι(X) X MY Y MX · · ·X MY ι(Y )) (length 2n+ 1),
t˜∞ :=
(· · · MX X MY Y MX X M · · ·),
s˜n :=
(
X Y MX Y MX · · ·Y MX Y ) (length n),
s˜∞ :=
(· · · MX Y MX Y M · · ·).
4.3. The following is a key theorem, which will be proved in 4.5 and B.5.
Theorem. Let (M;Cl ,Cr ) be a minimal quadratic (C,C)-module, 〈−〉 : Mat(C,M) → Cl ×
Cr the singular functor, and I′ :C′ → Cl ×Cr the singular category. Then the following hold:
(1) I′ is a quadratic extension. Let C′ J′−→C′l × C′r K
′−→Cl × Cr be a normalization of I′.
(2) There exists a bijection Eha : indC′l × C′r → Wha(C,M) such that κ = κ ◦ Eha and
Eha ◦ ι = ι ◦ Eha hold, and Eha induces an isomorphism of totally ordered sets
K′−1(X) → l−1(X) for any X ∈ indCl × Cr (3.2(2), 3.3.1(2)).
(3) There exists a bijection Esin : W(C′) → Wsin(C,M) such that Esin ◦ (˜ ) = (˜ ) ◦ Eha,
K′ ◦ l = l ◦Esin, K′ ◦ r = r ◦Esin, and (1,0) ◦ t = t ◦Esin hold. Moreover, λ ◦ (1,0)(x)
equals t(w) or t(w)2 for any w ∈ Wsin(C,M) and x ∈ ind addE−1sin (w). Moreover,
(1,0) ◦ λ = λ ◦ (1,0) : isoC′ → isoC holds. (See 2.3(3) for (1,0).)
(4) Wreg(C,M) = ∅ if and only if # indKer〈−〉 /∈ {0,∞} if and only if # indKer〈−〉 ∈
{1,2}. Then Wreg(C,M) has a unique element w, and λ ◦ (1,0)(x) equals t(w) or
t(w)2 for any x ∈ indKer〈−〉.
(5) Wcyc(C,M) = ∅ if and only if # indKer〈−〉 = ∞. Then Wcyc(C,M) has a unique ele-
ment w, and λ ◦ (1,0)(x) is a multiple of t(w) for any x ∈ indKer〈−〉.
4.4. In this subsection, fix a base field k. For a k-algebra F , we simply denote by
F(n,m) := Mn,m(F ) the set of n×m matrices over F , and put F(n) := F(n,n).
Definition. Let F be a finite-dimensional division k-algebra and T = III or t1 × t2 for
t1, t2 ∈ {O, I·II, III, IV,V}.
(1) Define a minimal algebra A of type (T ) with functors Hl ,Hr : flmodA → modF
and a natural transformation φ :Hl → Hr as follows:
(III) A is a skew polynomial ring F [x;σ ] over F , where σ ∈ Autk-alg(F ) and xdσ = dx
for any d ∈ F . Put Hl (X) := Fx ⊗F X and Hr (X) := X for X ∈ flmodA. Define φX
by the action of x on X.
(t1 × t2) Put t ′i := O if ti = III and t ′i := ti otherwise. Then A =
( D O
F(b,a) E
)⊂ F(a+b), where
D → F(a) (respectively E → F(b)) is a minimal quadratic extension of type (t ′1) (re-
spectively type (t ′2)). Put Hl (X) := F(1,a) ⊗D 1DX and Hr (X) := F(1,b) ⊗E 1EX for
X ∈ modA. Define φX by the action of
( O O
F(b,a) O
)
on X and the following isomor-phism:
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(−,HomE−(F(b,a),E)⊗E −)
= HomD−(−,F(a,b) ⊗E −)
= HomD−
(−,HomF−(F(1,a),F(1,b) ⊗E −))
= HomF−(F(1,a) ⊗D −,F(1,b) ⊗E −).
(2) In addition to (1), define the singular functor
〈−〉 = (〈−〉l 〈−〉r) : flmodA → mod(Bl ×Br)
and full subcategoriesMA andNA of flmodA byMA := add{X ∈ ind flmodA | φX = 0},
NA :=Ker〈−〉 and the following.
First, define a functor (〈−〉′l 〈−〉′r ) : flmodA → mod(F × F) by the following commu-
tative diagram with exact rows for f ∈ HomA(X,Y ):
0 〈X〉′l
〈f 〉′l
Hl (X)
Hl (f )
φX
Hr (X)
Hr (f )
〈X〉′r
〈f 〉′r
0
0 〈Y 〉′l Hl (Y )
φY
Hr (Y ) 〈Y 〉′r 0.
Put 〈−〉l := (〈−〉′l Hl ) : flmodA → modBl (Bl := F × F ) if T = III × t2, and 〈−〉l :=〈−〉′l : flmodA → modBl (Bl := F ) otherwise. Put 〈−〉r := (〈−〉′r Hr ) : flmodA → modBr
(Br := F ×F ) if T = t1 × III, and 〈−〉r := 〈−〉′r : flmodA → modBr (Br := F ) otherwise.
4.4.1. Let A be a minimal algebra. Then A is hereditary, namely gl.dimA 1 holds. More-
over, assume that A is of type (t1 × t2). Then the valued quiver of A [2] is given by the
following (u1, u2 ∈ {O, III}):
(u1 × u2) • →• (u1 × I · II)(IV × u2) •
(1,2)→• (u1 × IV)
(I·II × u2) •
(2,1)→•
(u1 × V)
•
•
↑
→•
(V × u2)
• →•
•
↑
(I·II × I · II)
(IV × IV) •
(2,2)→• (I · II × IV) • (4,1)→• (IV × I · II) • (1,4)→•
(V × V)
• •
↓
←
•
↑
→•
(I · II × V)
•
•
(2,1)↑
(2,1)
→• (V × I · II)
• (1,2)→•
•
(1,2)↑
(IV × V)
•
(1,2)↑
(V × IV) •
(2,1)→•
(2,1)↑•
(1,2)
→• •
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valued quiver of A is a Dynkin or extended Dynkin quiver. Thus A is a tame hereditary
algebra in the sense of [6].
4.4.2. (1) Let (M;Cl ,Cr ) be a minimal quadratic (C,C)-module of type (T ) with the asso-
ciated algebra A. Then A is a minimal algebra of type (T ) and there exists the following
commutative diagram whose vertical functors are equivalences:
Cl Mat(C,M)
〈−〉l 〈−〉r Cr
modBl flmodA
〈−〉l 〈−〉r
modBr.
(2) For any minimal algebra A of type (T ), there exists a minimal quadratic (C,C)-
module (M;Cl ,Cr ) of type (T ) whose associated algebra is Morita-equivalent to A.
Proof. (1) For any Zm ∈ ob Mat(C,M), we obtain a T -module C(G,Z). Then m defines
an action of U on C(G,Z) by the following isomorphism:
M(Z,Z) = HomT
(C(G,Z),M(G,Z))= HomT (C(G,Z),M(G,G)⊗T C(G,Z))
= HomT
(C(G,Z),HomT (U,C(G,Z)))= HomT (U ⊗T C(G,Z),C(G,Z)).
Hence, we obtain a functor Mat(C,M) → flmodA, which is easily shown to be an
equivalence. We will show that A is a minimal algebra. Let (X,Y ) be the support of (M,0).
First, assume T = III. We can put G := X˜ = Y˜ and I(G) = X⊕ Y . Fix a non-zero element
x of U . Then T is a division k-algebra and A = T [x;σ ], where σ ∈ Autk-alg(T ) is de-
fined by xdσ = dx for any d ∈ T . Next, assume T = t1 × t2 and put G := X˜ ⊕ Y˜ . Then
F ′ := Cr (Y,Y ) is isomorphic to F := Cl (X,X) by dimF M(X,Y ) = 1 = dimF ′ M(X,Y ).
Since I induces injections C(X˜, X˜) ⊆ F(a) and C(Y˜ , Y˜ ) ⊆ F(b) for a, b ∈ {1,2}, it is easily
checked that A is isomorphic to
( C(X˜,X˜) O
F(b,a) C(Y˜ ,Y˜ )
)
.
(2) We use notations in 4.4. For simplicity, assume T = III or T = t1 × t2 (t1, t2 = III).
Put Cl = Cr := modF and M := modF . Put C := modF if T = III, and C := mod(D×E)
otherwise. We may put I := (Hl Hr ) :C → Cl × Cr by regarding Hl and Hr as functors
C→ Hl and C→ Hr , respectively. 
4.5. Proof of Theorem 4.3 (except the case T = t1 × t2; t1, t2 ∈ {I·II, IV,V}). By 4.4.2(1),
we only have to show the corresponding results for a minimal algebra A.
(i) Assume T = III. Put s˜n := A/Axn+1 ∈ ind flmodA for n 0. Take X ∈ ind flmodA
such that 〈X〉 = 0. Since A = F [x;σ ] is a principal ideal ring, we can put X = A/Aa
for some a ∈ A. Put a = xn+1b for n −1 and b ∈ A − Ax. Then X = A/Ab ⊕ s˜n, and
〈A/Ab〉 = 0 holds since the multiplication (x·) :A/Ab → A/Ab is bijective. Thus X = s˜n
and {X ∈ ind flmodA | 〈X〉 = 0} = {s˜n}n0 hold.
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i˜0 := (1DA)∗, t˜0 := (1EA)∗ = A1D , and p˜0 := A1E by 4.4.1 and [11].
(iii) Assume T = t1 × t2 (respectively T = t2 × t1) for t1 ∈ {O, III} and t2 ∈ {I·II, IV,V}.
Then we obtain modA = add{i˜0, i˜1, t˜0, p˜0} (respectively add{i˜0, t˜0, p˜1, p˜0}) for i˜0 =
(1DA)∗, i˜1 = ((1EA)∗)2/b , t˜0 = A1D , and p˜0 = (A1E)2/b (respectively i˜0 = ((1DA)∗)2/a ,
t˜0 = (1EA)∗, p˜1 = (A1D)2/a , and p˜0 = A1E) by 4.4.1 and [11].
By (i)–(iii), every assertion can be checked easily. 
5. Reduction of quadratic bimodules
For a (C,C)-module M and an ideal I of C, we denote by the same letter I the ker-
nel of the composition Mat(C,M) (1,0)−−→C −→ C/I . In particular, we put Mat(C,M) :=
Mat(C,M)/JC for simplicity.
5.1. Definition. Let (M;Cl ,Cr ) be a normal quadratic (C,C)-module, (N,N ′) ∈
P(M;Cl ,Cr ), and N := N/N ′.
(1) To avoid confusion, we call the singular functor of a (Cl ,Cr )-module N the local
singular functor at (N,N ′), which we denote by
[−] := ([−]l [−]r) : Mat(C,N) → Cl × Cr .
We call its singular category I′ = (I′l I′r ) :C′ → Cl × Cr the local singular category
at (N,N ′). Recall that it is defined as follows (2.3(2)(3)): obC′ := ob Mat(C,N),
C′(x,x′) := {g ∈ (Cl × Cr )([x], [x′]) | g = [f ] for some f ∈ Mat(C,N)(x,x′)}, I′ : obC′ =
ob Mat(C,N) → obCl × Cr is given by [−], and I′x,x′ is the natural injection.
We regard C as a full subcategory of C′ by X 
→ X0 and f 
→ I(f ). We regard M
as a (C′,C′)-module by the functor I′ :C′ → Cl × Cr and 2.1(1), namely M(x,x′) :=
M([x]l , [x′]r ). Then N and N ′ are sub-(C′,C′)-modules. As we defined in 2.3(3),
we denote by (1,0) : isoC′ → isoC the map induced from obC′ = ob Mat(C,N) f−→
iso Mat(C,N) (1,0)−−→ isoC, where f cancels a maximal direct summand contained in
Ker[−].
(2) Let D be the full subcategory of C such that indD = {X ∈ indC | N(X, ) = 0 or
N( ,X) = 0} and Dl (respectively Dr ) the full subcategory of Cl such that Dl × Dr =
add{I(X) | X ∈ obD}. Then (N;Dl ,Dr ) is a minimal quadratic (D,D)-module immedi-
ately. Its associated algebra A is called the associated algebra of M at (N,N ′), which is a
minimal algebra such that flmodA is equivalent to Mat(D,N) by 4.4.2(1).
5.2. The following theorem is fundamental for this paper. We will give a proof of (2)(3) in
C.6(1).
5.2.1. Quadratic Reduction Theorem. Let (M;Cl ,Cr ) be a normal quadratic (C,C)-
module, (N,N ′) ∈ P(M;Cl ,Cr ), and N := N/N ′. We denote by I′ :C′ → Cl × Cr the local
singular category at (N,N ′) and by A the associated algebra at (N,N ′). Then the follow-
ing hold:
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′−→Cl × Cr be a
normalization of I′. We call a (C′,C′)-module (N ′;C′l ,C′r ) the reduction of the (C,C)-
module (M;Cl ,Cr ) at (N,N ′).
(2) There exists a full dense functor R : Mat(C,N) → Mat(C′,N ′) called the reduction
functor at (N,N ′) which makes the following diagram commutative:
Mat(C,N)
(
1,( )
)
R
Mat(C′,N ′)
(1,0)
Mat(C,N) C′,
where the lower sequence is induced from the natural equivalence Mat(C,N)/
ker[−] → C′/JCl×Cr .
(3) Define full subcategories L ⊃M ⊃ N of Mat(C,N) by obL = {x ∈ ob Mat(C,N) |
R(x) ∈ obC′}, indM = indL\ indC, and N := KerR, where we regard C′ and C as
full subcategories of Mat(C′,N ′), and Mat(C,N) by (1,0), respectively (2.1(2)). Then
L is equivalent to Mat(C,N), M is equivalent to MA, and N is equivalent to NA.
Proof of (1). We use the notations in 5.1(2). Let F :D′ → Dl ×Dr be the singular cate-
gory of a minimal quadratic (D,D)-module (N;Dl ,Dr ). Then F is a quadratic extension
by 4.3. Take E such that Cl ×Cr =Dl ×Dr ×E . Since C′ is given by the following pull-back
diagram, we obtain the assertion:
C′
I′
D′ × E
Cl × Cr Cl × Cr . 
5.2.2. In 5.2.1, let (X,Y ) be the support of L := (N,N ′) ∈ P(M;Cl ,Cr ).
(1) There are bijections Eha : indC′l ×C′r → WLha(C,M) and Esin : W(C′) → WLsin(C,M).
Moreover, indN = ∅ if and only if WLreg(C,M) ∪ WLcyc(C,M) = ∅ if and only if
{ι(X), ι(Y )} ⊆ {0,X,Y }. Then WLreg(C,M) ∪ WLcyc(C,M) has a unique element w, and
λ ◦ (1,0)(x) is a multiple of t(w) for any x ∈ indN . Moreover, A is not of Dynkin type if
and only if WLcyc(C,M) = ∅ if and only if {ι(X), ι(Y )} ⊆ {X,Y }.
(2) Take the colocal representative (2.2(1)) (N1,N ′1) of L. Then the local singular cat-
egory at (N1,N ′1) is equivalent to C′ and we have the following commutative diagram,
where R1 is the reduction functor at (N1,N ′1) and f :N → N1 is the inclusion:
Mat(C,N)
(1,f )
R
Mat(C′,N ′)
(1,f )
R1 ( )Mat(C,N1) Mat C′,N ′1 .
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duced norm, and x ∈ ob Mat(C,N). Define norms ‖−‖ : Mat(C,N) (1,0)−−→C ‖−‖−−→N0 and
‖−‖′ : Mat(C′,N ′) (1,0)−−→C′ I′−→Cl × Cr ‖−‖−−→N0. Then ‖x‖ = ‖R(x)‖′ holds if x ∈ obC,
and ‖x‖ ‖R(x)‖′ + ‖X‖ + ‖Y‖ holds otherwise.
(4) Let 〈−〉 : Mat(C,N) → Cl × Cr (respectively 〈−〉′ : Mat(C′,N ′) → Cl × Cr ) be the
singular functor of (N;Cl ,Cr ) (respectively (N ′;Cl ,Cr )). Then the functors 〈−〉 and
〈−〉′ ◦R : Mat(C,N) → Cl × Cr are isomorphic.
Proof. (1) Immediate from 4.3. (2)(4) We will prove in C.6(2)(4).
(3) Put x = Zm. (1,0) ◦ R(x) = x holds in obC′ = ob Mat(C,N) by 5.2.1(2). Thus
‖R(x)‖′ = ‖[x]‖ and ‖x‖ = ‖Z‖ hold. By definition, [x] is isomorphic to a direct sum-
mand of I(Z). Moreover, [x] is isomorphic to I(Z) if and only if m = 0. 
5.2.3. Remark. In general, for a (C,C)-module N and a derivation d :C → N , their ma-
trix category Mat(C,N;d) is defined in [4] (see also [29, Section 17.10], for a module-
theoretical interpretation). The reduction 5.2.4 below is well-known, where d = 0 does not
imply d ′ = 0. Thus, in study of a general (C,C)-module N , it is more natural to consider
derivations which would appear in a process of reduction. Although our quadratic reduc-
tion 5.2.1 is in the same philosophy, it is quite remarkable phenomenon that we can exclude
derivations for our quadratic case.
5.2.4. Lemma [4, 2.2]. Let N be a (C,C)-module, N ′ a sub-(C,C)-module, and d :C→ N
a derivation. Put C′ := Mat(C,N/N ′;d). Then there exist a derivation d ′ :C′ → N ′ and an
equivalence Mat(C,N;d) → Mat(C′,N ′;d ′).
5.3. Definition. Let (M;Cl ,Cr ) be a quadratic (C,C)-module.
(1) Let C(0) := C, M(0) := M and (M;C(0)l ,C(0)r ) the normalization of (M;Cl ,Cr ).
A finite sequence Φ = (L(j+1))0j<n:=nΦ is called a reduction sequence if L(j+1) ∈
P(M(j);C(j)l ,C(j)r ) and there exists a representative (N(j+1),M(j+1)) ∈ P(M(j);C(j)l ,C(j)r )
of L(j+1) such that a (C(j+1),C(j+1))-module (M(j+1);C(j+1)l ,C(j+1)r ) is a reduction of a
(C(j),C(j))-module (M(j);C(j)l ,C(j)r ) at (N(j+1),M(j+1)) for any 0 j < nΦ .
Then we can regard C(j) as a full subcategory of C(j+1) by 5.1(1), and hence we can
regard C(j)l × C(j)r as a full subcategory of C(j+1)l × C(j+1)r . Moreover, we have the fol-
lowing commutative diagrams, where R(j) : Mat(C(j),N(j+1)) → Mat(C(j+1),M(j+1)) is
a reduction functor, and I(j) = K(j) ◦ J(j) is a normalization of I(j):
C(0)
I(0) J
(0)
⊂ C(1)
I(1) I(1)
⊂ C(n−1)
J(n−1)
⊂ C(n)
I(n) J
(n)
(0) (0)K(0) (1) (1)K(1)
· · ·
(n−1) (n−1) (n) (n)K(n)Cl × Cr Cl × Cr Cl × Cr Cl × Cr Cl × Cr
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Mat
(C(0),N(1))
∪
R(0)
Mat
(C(1),N(2))
∪ · · ·
Mat
(C(n−1),N(n))
∪
R(n−1)
Mat
(C(n),0).
∪
By 5.2.2(2), this diagram is independent of the choice of a representative (N(j+1),
M(j+1)) of L(j+1). We assume that (N(j+1),M(j+1)) is the colocal representative of
L(j+1) unless explicitly stated otherwise. Let CΦ := C(n), CΦl × CΦr := C(n)l × C(n)r ,
MΦ := M(n), and AΦ the associated algebra of R(n−1). Define the full subcategories
KΦ ⊃ LΦ ⊃MΦ ⊃NΦ as follows:
obKΦ = {X ∈ ob Mat(C,M) ∣∣R(j) ◦ · · · ◦R(0)(X) ∈ ob Mat(C(j+1),N(j+2))
for any j (−1 j < n− 1)},
obLΦ = {X ∈ obKΦ ∣∣R(n−1) ◦ · · · ◦R(0)(X) ∈ obC(n)},
indMΦ = {X ∈ indLΦ ∣∣R(n−2) ◦ · · · ◦R(0)(X) /∈ obC(n−1)},
obNΦ = {X ∈ obMΦ ∣∣R(n−1) ◦ · · · ◦R(0)(X) = 0}.
We have the full dense functor
RΦ := R(n−1) ◦ · · · ◦R(0) :KΦ → Mat(CΦ,MΦ)
which induces the full dense functor RΦ :LΦ → CΦ . We will use the notations above in
the rest of this paper.
(2) Let Φi = (L(j+1)i )0j<nΦi (i = 1,2) be a reduction sequence such that nΦ1 =
nΦ2 =: n. When n = 1, we identify Φ1 and Φ2 if L(1)1 = L(1)2 holds as elements of
P(M;C(0)l ,C(0)r ). When n > 1, put Φ ′i = (L(j+1)i )0j<n−1 (i = 1,2), and we identify Φ1
and Φ2 if Φ ′1 and Φ ′2 are identified and L
(n)
1 = L(n)2 holds as elements of P(M;C
Φ ′1
l ,C
Φ ′1
r ) =
P(M;CΦ ′2l ,C
Φ ′2
r ). We denote by R(C,M) the set of reduction sequences. For Φ ∈ R(C,M)
and Ψ ∈ R(CΦ,MΦ), we obtain (Φ,Ψ ) ∈ R(C,M) by connecting Φ and Ψ .
We say that Φ ∈ R(C,M) is essential for x ∈ ob Mat(C,M) if x ∈ obKΦ and R(j) ◦ · · · ◦
R(0)(x) /∈ ob Mat(C(j+1),M(j+2)) for any −1 j < n− 1.
5.4. We say that a functor F :C→D respects the isomorphism classes if, given two objects
X and Y of C, F(X) ∼= F(Y ) implies X ∼= Y . If F is full and C is Krull–Schmidt, then this
is equivalent to that F(X) = 0 implies X = 0.
Theorem. Let M be a quadratic (C,C)-module.
(1) For any x ∈ ob Mat(C,M), there exists Φ ∈ R(C,M) such that x ∈ obLΦ . Thus
ind Mat(C,M) is a union of indMΦ for any Φ ∈ R(C,M).
(2) For any Φ ∈ R(C,M), AΦ is a minimal algebra with full dense functorsMΦ →MAΦand NΦ →NAΦ which respect the isomorphism classes.
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(X(j+1), Y (j+1)) the support of L(j+1). Any norm ‖−‖ of Cl × Cr defines norms
‖−‖(j) :C(j)l × C(j)r K
(0)◦···◦K(j)−−−−−−−→Cl × Cr ‖−‖−−→N0 and
‖−‖(j) : Mat(C(j),M) (1,0)−−→C(j) J(j)−−→C(j)l × C(j)r ‖−‖(j)−−−−→N0
for any j  0. If Φ is essential for x, then ‖x‖  ‖R(i−1) ◦ · · · ◦ R(0)(x)‖(i) +∑i−1
j=0(‖X(j+1)‖(j) + ‖Y (j+1)‖(j)) holds by 5.2.2(3).
5.4.2. Proof of Theorem 5.4. (1) Let ‖−‖ be the standard norm of Cl × Cr (2.1(4)). Then
n := sup{nΦ | Φ ∈ R(C,M) is essential for x} is finite by 5.4.1. Take Φ such that n = nΦ .
Then the following general fact (∗) implies x ∈ obLΦ :
(∗) If Φ is essential for x and x /∈ obLΦ , then there exists L(n+1) ∈ P(MΦ;CΦl ,CΦr ) such
that (Φ,L(n+1)) ∈ R(C,M) is essential for x.
We will show (∗). Put RΦ(x) = Ym for Y ∈ obCΦ and m ∈ MΦ(Y,Y ). Then x /∈ obLΦ
implies m = 0. Let N(n+1) be the sub-(CΦl ,CΦr )-module of MΦ generated by m. Then
there exists at least one maximal sub-(CΦl ,CΦr )-module M(n+1) of N(n+1). We may put
L(n+1) := (N(n+1),M(n+1)).
(2) Immediate from 5.2.1(3) and the definition. 
5.5. Lemma. Let (M;Cl ,Cr ) be a quadratic (C,C)-module, 〈−〉 : Mat(C,M) → Cl × Cr
a singular functor, and Φ ∈ R(C,M). Then there exists a full dense functor R˜Φ :LΦ →
CΦ/JCl×Cr such that ( ) ◦ R˜Φ = RΦ :LΦ → CΦ , and I(n
Φ,0) ◦ R˜Φ is isomorphic to
〈−〉|LΦ :LΦ → Cl ×Cr , where I(nΦ,0) := (K(0) ◦· · ·◦K(nΦ))◦J(nΦ) :CΦ/JCl×Cr → Cl ×Cr .
5.5.1. Let K :C→D be a faithful functor of Krull–Schmidt categories and I an ideal of D
such that C ⊃ I (i.e., C(X,X) ⊃ I (K(X),K(X)) holds for any X ∈ obC):
C/I K D/I
C
( )
K D.
( )
If F :E → C/I and G :E → D satisfy that K ◦ F is isomorphic to ( ) ◦ G, then there
exists F˜ :E → C such that ( ) ◦ F˜ = F and K ◦ F˜ is isomorphic to G. Moreover, if I ′ is an
ideal of C such that I ′ ⊃ I , ImF ⊃ I ′/I and ImG ⊃ I , then Im F˜ ⊃ I ′.
Proof. Put F˜(X) := F(X) for any X ∈ obE . Let a :K ◦ F → ( ) ◦ G be an isomorphism.
Since D is Krull–Schmidt, we can take an isomorphic lift a˜X ∈D(K ◦ F(X),G(X)) of aX
274 O. Iyama / Journal of Algebra 286 (2005) 247–306for any X ∈ obE . Then a˜XG(f )a˜−1Y = K ◦ F(f ) holds for any f ∈ E(X,Y ). There exists
unique f ′ ∈ C(F(X),F(Y )) such that K(f ′) = a˜XG(f )a˜−1Y ∈D(K◦F(X),K◦F(Y )) since
0 → C( , )
(
K ( )
)
−−−−→D(K( ),K( ))⊕ C/I ( , ) (−( )K )−−−→D/I(K( ),K( ))
is an exact sequence of (C,C)-modules. Putting F˜(f ) := f ′, we obtain the former assertion.
We can check the latter assertion easily. 
5.5.2. Proof of 5.5. Put D(j) := C(j)l × C(j)r and D(−1) := Cl × Cr . Then we have sin-
gular functors 〈−〉(j) : Mat(C(j),M(j)) → D(j−1) and 〈−〉(j)1 : Mat(C(j),M(j)) → D(j).
By 5.2.2(4), 〈−〉(j−1)1 and 〈−〉(j) ◦ R(j−1) are isomorphic. By 2.4, there exists a functor
〈−〉(j)2 : Mat(C(j),M(j)) → D(j)/JD(j−1) such that Im〈−〉(j)2 ⊃ JD(j)/JD(j−1) holds and
the following diagram is commutative up to isomorphism of functors:
Mat
(C(j−1),N(j))
〈−〉(j−1)1
R(j−1)
Mat
(C(j),M(j))/JD(j−1)
〈−〉(j) 〈−〉
(j)
2
〈−〉(j)1
D(j−1) D(j)/JD(j−1)
K(j) ( )
D(j).
Put S(j) := 〈−〉(j)2 ◦ R(j−1) ◦ · · · ◦ R(0) :LΦ → D(j)/JD(j−1) . Then ImS(j) ⊃ JD(j)/
JD(j−1) , K(j) ◦ S(j) is isomorphic to ( ) ◦ S(j−1) for 1  j  nΦ , ( ) ◦ S(nΦ) =
J(n
Φ) ◦ RΦ , and K(0) ◦ S(0) is isomorphic to 〈−〉|LΦ . Using 5.5.1 repeatedly, we ob-
tain a functor S :LΦ → D(nΦ)/JD(−1) such that ImS ⊃ JD(nΦ )/JD(−1) , ( ) ◦ S = J(n
Φ) ◦
RΦ :LΦ →D(nΦ), and K(0) ◦ · · · ◦ K(nΦ) ◦ S is isomorphic to 〈−〉|LΦ :LΦ →D(−1). Us-
ing 5.5.1 again, we obtain the assertion. (See the diagram below for the case nΦ = 1.)
CΦ/JCl×Cr
J(1)
( )
CΦ
J(1)
D(1)/JD(−1)
K(1)
( ) D(1)/JD(0)
K(1)
( )
D(1)
D(0)/JD(−1)
K(0)
( )
D(0)
D(−1). 
5.6. Theorem. Let (M;Cl ,Cr ) be a quadratic (C,C)-module.
(1) The singular category I(∞) :C(∞) → Cl × Cr is a quadratic extension. We denote by
(∞) (∞)C(∞) J−−→C(∞)l × C(∞)r K−−−→Cl × Cr a normalization of I(∞).
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ing) such that the following diagram is commutative up to isomorphism of functors,
where ( ) is induced from the natural equivalence Mat(C,M)/ker〈−〉 → C(∞)/JCl×Cr :
LΦ
∩
R˜Φ CΦ/JCl×Cr
QΦ
J(n
Φ )
CΦl × CΦr /JCl×Cr
QΦl ×QΦr
K(0)◦···◦K(nΦ ) Cl × Cr
Mat(C,M) ( ) C(∞)/JCl×Cr
J(∞)
C(∞)l × C(∞)r /JCl×Cr
K(∞) Cl × Cr .
(3) indKer〈−〉 is a union of indNΦ for any Φ ∈ R(C,M).
Proof. (1)(2) I(nΦ,0) ◦ R˜Φ is isomorphic to I(∞) ◦( )|LΦ = 〈−〉|LΦ by 5.5. Hence ker R˜Φ =
ker ( )|LΦ holds. Since R˜Φ is full dense, there exists a full faithful functor QΦ : CΦ → C(∞)
such that QΦ ◦ R˜Φ = ( )|LΦ . Then I(nΦ,0) is isomorphic to QΦ ◦ I(∞). Since I(nΦ,0) :CΦ →
Cl × Cr is a quadratic extension, (1) follows from 5.4(1). Thus the desired full faithful
functors QΦl and QΦr are induced.
(3) Immediate from 5.4(1) and 5.5. 
5.6.1. Take Φ = (L(j+1))0j<nΦ ∈ R(C,M) and use the notations in 5.3(1). The partial
order ⊇ on P(M;C∗l ,C∗r ) (∗ = Φ, (j) or (∞)) is that one defined in 2.2(1).
(1) In general, let M be a (Cl ,Cr )-module, F = Fl ×Fr :Cl ×Cr → C′l ×C′r a full faithful
functor, K = Kl ×Kr :C′l × C′r → Cl × Cr a triangular extension such that K ◦ F = 1Cl×Cr .
Then we regard P(M;Cl ,Cr ) as a subposet of P(M;C′l ,C′r ) by mapping any local repre-
sentative L with the support (X,Y ) to the local representative N ∈ P(M;C′l ,C′r ) which is
generated by L(F(X),F(Y )). On the other hand, define a map (Cl · Cr ) : P(M;C′l ,C′r ) →
P(M;Cl ,Cr ) of posets by sending any local representative L′ to ClL′Cr which is a sub-
(Cl ,Cr )-module of M generated by L′. Then (Cl · Cr ) is identity on P(M;Cl ,Cr ).
(2) In the rest of this paper, we consider the inclusions
P
(
M;C(i)l ,C(i)r
)⊆ P(M;C(j)l ,C(j)r )⊆ P(M;CΦl ,CΦr )⊆ P(M;C(∞)l ,C(∞)r )
of posets for any i < j by (1). We regard Φ as a sequence of elements of P(M;C(∞)l ,C(∞)r ).
(3) For i < j , L(i+1) ⊆ C(i)l L(j+1)C(i)l and L(i+1) ⊆ L(j+1) hold in P(M;C(∞)l ,C(∞)r ).
Proof of (3). By Definition 5.3, we have (C(j)l ,C(j)r )-modules N(i+1) ⊃ M(i+1) ⊇
N(j+1) ⊃ M(j+1). Let N ′ be the minimal (C(i)l ,C(i)r )-module which contains N(j+1), and
M ′ the maximal (C(i)l ,C(i)r )-module which is contained in M(j+1). Then (N ′,M ′) gives a
representative of C(i)l L(j+1)C(i)r such that N(i+1) ⊃ M(i+1) ⊇ N ′ ⊃ M ′. This implies that
L(i+1) ⊆ C(i)l L(j+1)C(i)l holds in P(M;C(i)l ,C(i)r ). Moreover, if L(i+1) ⊆ L(j+1) holds, then
(i+1) (i) (i+1) (i) (i) (j+1) (i)L = Cl L Cr ⊆ Cl L Cr , a contradiction. 
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tions 6 and 7. Let (M;Cl ,Cr ) be a quadratic (C,C)-module and (ι(∞), κ(∞)) the type of
J(∞) :C(∞) → C(∞)l × C(∞)r .
(1) Put R0(C,M) := {Φ ∈ R(C,M) |NΦ = 0}. For Φ = (Ψ,L) ∈ R(C,M), let (X,Y )
be the support of L. Then Φ ∈ R0(C,M) if and only if WLreg(C(∞),M) ∪ WLcyc(C(∞),M)
is a non-empty (singleton) set if and only if {ι(∞)(X), ι(∞)(Y )} ⊆ {0,X,Y }.
(2) For Φi = (L(j+1)i )0j<nΦi ∈ R(C,M) (i = 1,2), we write Φ1 ⊆ Φ2 if there ex-
ists an increasing injection σ : {0,1, . . . , n1 − 1} → {0,1, . . . , n2 − 1} such that L(j+1)1 =
L
(σ(j)+1)
2 holds for any j as an element of P(M;C(∞)l ,C(∞)r ). Then there exists a full faith-
ful functor QΦ1,Φ2 :CΦ1 → CΦ2 such that QΦ2 ◦QΦ1,Φ2 is isomorphic to QΦ1 .
(3) The following diagram is commutative for any Φ ∈ R(C,M), where isoC(j+1) (1,0)−−→
isoC(j) and isoC(∞) (1,0)−−→ isoC are defined in 2.3(3) and 5.1(1):
isoC(∞)
(1,0)
isoC
indKΦ\ indNΦ
∩
(1,0)◦RΦ
isoCΦ
QΦ
(1,0)
isoC(nΦ−1)
(1,0) · · · (1,0) isoC(1)
(1,0)
isoC
iso Mat(C,M) (1,0) isoC.
Moreover, λ ◦ (1,0) = (1,0) ◦ λ holds on isoC(∞) (3.2(1)).
(4) Let M1 be a sub-(Cl ,Cr )-module of M and M2 a factor (Cl ,Cr )-module of M1.
Then we have natural injections P(M2;Cl ,Cr ) → P(M;Cl ,Cr ) and R(C,M2) → R(C,M).
For any Φ ∈ R(C,M2), obNΦ = {Xm ∈ ob Mat(C,M1) | Xm ∈ obNΦ2 } holds, where we
denote by NΦ2 the category NΦ defined in 5.3 for the quadratic (C,C)-module M2.
Proof. (1) Immediate from 5.2.2(1).
The statements (2) and (4) will be proved in C.6(3).
(3) We can show that the lower part is commutative by using 5.2.1(2) repeatedly. For
any x ∈ indKΦ\ indNΦ , we can take y ∈ obLΦ without a direct summand in indNΦ
such that (1,0) ◦RΦ(x) = RΦ(y). Then QΦ ◦RΦ(y) equals y as an element of obC(∞) =
ob Mat(C,M) by 5.6(2), and (1,0)(x) = (1,0)(y) holds by the lower part of the diagram.
Hence (1,0) ◦ QΦ ◦ (1,0) ◦ RΦ(x) = (1,0) ◦ QΦ ◦ RΦ(y) = (1,0)(y) = (1,0)(x) holds.
Thus the former assertion follows. Since 4.3(3) shows that the following diagram is com-
mutative, we obtain the latter assertion:
isoCΦ
(1,0)
isoC(nΦ−1)
(1,0) · · · (1,0) isoC(1)
(1,0)
isoC
λ
(1,0)
λ
(1,0) (1,0)
λ
(1,0)
λisoCΦ isoC(nΦ−1) · · · isoC(1) isoC. 
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The main aim of this section is to prove the following theorem. Its proof is given in 6.5
by applying 6.3 and 6.4 proved below.
6.1. Theorem. Let (M;Cl ,Cr ) be a normal quadratic (C,C)-module.
(1) There exist bijections E(∞)ha : indC(∞)l × C(∞)r → Wha(C,M) and E(∞)sin : i˜ndJ(∞) →
Wsin(C,M). Thus ind Mat(C,M)\ indKer〈−〉 is a disjoint union of indNw for any
w ∈ Wsin(C,M), where Nw := add(E(∞)−1sin (w)) is a full subcategory of Mat(C,M).
(2) For any w ∈ Wreg(C,M) ∪ Wcyc(C,M), there exists a full subcategory Nw of
Mat(C,M) such that the following hold:
(i) indKer〈−〉 is a disjoint union of indNw for any w ∈ Wreg(C,M)∪ Wcyc(C,M).
(ii) There exists a minimal algebra Aw with a full dense functor Fw :Nw → NAw
which respects the isomorphism classes (5.4). Moreover, # indNw ∈ {1,2} if
w ∈ Wreg(C,M), and # indNw = ∞ if w ∈ Wcyc(C,M).
6.2. Definition. Let (M;Cl ,Cr ) be a normal quadratic (C,C)-module and ∗ = ha, sin, reg,
or cyc.
(1) Under the notations in 5.2.1, put L := (N,N ′) ∈ P(M;Cl ,Cr ). From the bijection
Esin : W(C′) → WLsin(C,N) in 5.2.2(1), we induce the expansion map
Ê∗ : W∗(C′,M) → W∗(C,M)
as follows: For v = (· · ·Y2i−2 Y2i−1 Ki Y2i Y2i+1 · · ·) ∈ W∗(C′,M) (∗ = ha), put
Ê∗(v) := (· · ·Esin(Y2i−2 Y2i−1) Li Esin(Y2i Y2i+1) · · ·) ∈ W∗(C,M) for Li := ClKiCr ∈
P(N ′;Cl ,Cr ) (5.6.1(1)), which is well-defined since the support of Li is(
K′(Y2i−1),K′(Y2i )
)= (r ◦Esin(Y2i−2 Y2i−1), l ◦Esin(Y2i Y2i+1))
by 4.3. Define Êha by Êsin ◦ (˜ ) = (˜ ) ◦ Êha.
(2) Let w = (· · ·X2i−2 X2i−1 Li X2i X2i+1 · · ·) ∈ W∗(C,M). Define a set |w| by
|w| := {1,2, . . . , n} for a walk w of length n, and |w| := Z for a cyclic walk w. Then we
have a map Lw : |w| → P(M;Cl ,Cr ) by putting Lwi := Li .
6.2.1. We start with the following simple result.
Lemma.
(1) Ê∗ induces a bijection E∗ : W∗(C′,N ′) → W∗(C,N) if ∗ = ha or sin, and E∗ : W∗(C′,
N ′) → W∗(C,N)\WL∗ (C,N) if ∗ = reg or cyc.
(2) κ = κ ◦Êha, Êha ◦ ι = ι◦Êha, K′ ◦ l = l◦Êsin, K′ ◦r = r◦Êsin, and (1,0)◦ t = t◦Ê∗ (∗ =
sin, reg, cyc) hold, where (1,0) is defined in 5.1(1). Moreover, Eha : Wha(C′,N ′) →
Wha(C,N) induces an isomorphism of totally ordered sets (K′ ◦ l)−1(X) → l−1(X)
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w1 < w2 ⇔ (l(w1) < l(w2) or (l(w1) = l(w2) and w1 < w2)) (3.2(2), 3.3.1(2)).
(3) Put w := E∗(v) for v ∈ W∗(C′,N ′). Then there exists a natural bijection |v| →
{x ∈ |w| | Lwx = L} which makes the following diagram commutative (6.2(2)):
|v|
∩
Lv
P
(
M;C′l ,C′r
)
Cl ·Cr
|w| Lw P(M;Cl ,Cr ).
Proof. (1) We will define the inverse D∗ of E∗ (∗ = ha) as follows: For w ∈ WLsin(C,N),
there exists a unique preimage Dsin(w) in W(C′). Take any w ∈ W∗(C,N)\WL∗ (C,N).
Write w = (· · ·wi−1 Li wi · · ·), where Li = L and wi ∈ WLsin(C,N) for any i. Put
(Y2i Y2i+1) := Dsin(wi ) ∈ W(C′). Since the support of Li is (K′(Y2i−1),K′(Y2i )) or
(K′(Y2i ),K′(Y2i−1)) by 4.3, there exists unique Ki ∈ P(N ′;C′l ,C′r ) such that ClKiCr = Li
and the support of Ki is (Y2i−1, Y2i ) or (Y2i , Y2i−1). Put D∗(w) := (· · ·Y2i−2 Y2i−1 Ki
Y2i Y2i+1 · · ·) ∈ W∗(C′,N ′). We can easily check that D∗ is the inverse of E∗.
Since Esin is bijective, it is easily checked that Eha is bijective.
(2) The assertions except the last one is immediate from 4.3, where (1,0) ◦ t =
t ◦ Êcyc follows from the fact that Êsin(w′) gives a shortest period of Êcyc(w) for any
w ∈ Wcyc(C,M) and a shortest period w′ of w. Fix vi ∈ (K′ ◦ l)−1(X) (i = 1,2) such
that v1 < v2. Put vi = (v˜ Ki v′i ), where v is common and K1 = K2 (see 3.3.1). Then
Eha(vi ) = (Esin(v˜) Li Eha(v′i )) holds for Li := ClKiCr . By the definition, v1 < v2 means
that (K1  K2 and r(v) ∈ indCr ) or (K1  K2 and r(v) ∈ indCl) holds. Assume L1 = L2.
Then (L1  L2 and r ◦Esin(v) ∈ indCr ) or (L1  L2 and r ◦Esin(v) ∈ indCl) holds. Hence
Eha(v1) < Eha(v2) holds by the definition. Assume L1 = L2 and put Yi := l(v′i ). Then Y :=
K′(Y1) = K′(Y2) holds, and Y1 < Y2 holds in K′−1(Y ). By 4.3, Eha(Y1) < Eha(Y2) holds,
namely (Eha(Y2) = (Eha(Y1) Z · · ·) and Z ∈ indCr ) or (Eha(Y1) = (Eha(Y2) Z · · ·) and
Z ∈ indCl) holds. In both cases, we can easily check that Eha(v1) < Eha(v2) holds.
(3) Immediate from our construction. 
6.3. We use the notations in 5.3(1). Let Φ = (L(j+1))0j<nΦ ∈ R(C,M) and ∗ = sin, reg,
or cyc. By 6.2(1), we have the expansion map Ê(j+1)∗ : W∗(C(j+1),M) → W∗(C(j),M)
which induces an injection E(j+1)∗ : W∗(C(j+1),M(j+1))→W∗(C(j),N(j+1)). Then the ex-
pansion map
ÊΦ∗ := Ê(1)∗ ◦ · · · ◦ Ê(n
Φ)∗ : W∗
(CΦ,M)→ W∗(C,M)
induces an injection EΦ∗ : W∗(CΦ,MΦ) → W∗(C,M).Theorem. Let (M;Cl ,Cr ) be a normal quadratic (C,C)-module.
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that ÊΦ∗ = Ê(∞)∗ ◦ QΦ holds for any Φ ∈ R(C,M), where QΦ : W∗(CΦ,M) →
W∗(C(∞),M) is naturally induced by QΦ (5.6). Moreover, Ê(∞)sin ◦ (˜ ) = (˜ ) ◦ Ê(∞)ha ,
κ = κ ◦ Ê(∞)ha , Ê(∞)ha ◦ ι = ι ◦ Ê(∞)ha , K(∞) ◦ l = l ◦ Ê(∞)sin , K(∞) ◦ r = r ◦ Ê(∞)sin , and
(1,0) ◦ t = t ◦ Ê(∞)∗ (∗ = sin, reg, cyc) hold, where (1,0) is defined in 2.3(3).
(2) Ê(∞)∗ induces bijections E(∞)ha : indC(∞)l ×C(∞)r → Wha(C,M) and E(∞)sin : W(C(∞)) →
Wsin(C,M), and E(∞)ha induces an isomorphism of totally ordered sets K(∞)
−1
(X) →
l−1(X) for any X ∈ indCl × Cr (3.2(2), 3.3.1(2)).
6.3.1. Lemma. Let  be a total order on P(M;C(∞)l ,C(∞)r ) which is weaker than ⊃
(in 2.2(1)), namely L ⊃ L′ implies L  L′. Put R(C,M) := {Φ = (L(j+1))0j<nΦ ∈
R(C,M) | L(i+1)  L(j+1) holds for any i < j}. Then R(C,M) is a union of R(C,M) for
any .
(1) For any x ∈ ob Mat(C,M), there exists unique Φ(x) ∈ R(C,M) which is essential
for x and satisfies x ∈ obLΦ(x). Thus a map Φ : ob Mat(C,M) → R(C,M) is de-
fined.
(2) If Φi ∈ R(C,M) satisfies Φ1 ⊆ Φ2 (5.7(2)), then ÊΦ1∗ = ÊΦ2∗ ◦QΦ1,Φ2 (∗ = ha, sin, reg,
or cyc) holds, where QΦ1,Φ2 : W∗(CΦ1 ,M) → W∗(CΦ2 ,M) is naturally induced by
QΦ1,Φ2 .
(3) For any Φi = (L(j+1)i )0j<nΦi ∈ R(C,M) (i = 1,2), define L(j+1) by
{
L(j+1)
}
0j<n :=
{
L
(j+1)
1
}
0j<nΦ1 ∪
{
L
(j+1)
2
}
0j<nΦ2
as a subset of P(M;C(∞)l ,C(∞)r ) and L(i+1)  L(j+1) for any i < j . Then Φ1 ∪Φ2 :=
(L(j+1))0j<n gives an element of R(C,M) such that Φi ⊆ Φ1 ∪ Φ2 for i = 1,2.
(4) There exists a map Ê∗ : W∗(C(∞),M) → W∗(C,M) such that ÊΦ∗ = Ê∗ ◦ QΦ (∗ =
ha, sin, reg, or cyc) holds for any Φ ∈ R(C,M) (5.6).
(5) Wsin(C,M) =⋃Φ∈R(C,M)EΦsin(W(CΦ)) holds.
(6) Êsin induces a bijection Esin : W(C(∞)) → Wsin(C,M).
Proof. Take any Φ = (L(j+1))0j<nΦ . Define a total order  on a subset {L(j+1)}0j<nΦ
of P(M;Cl ,Cr ) by L(i+1)  L(j+1) for any i < j . Then  is weaker than ⊃ by 5.6.1(3). By
applying Zorn’s lemma, we can extend  to a total order on P(M;Cl ,Cr ) which is weaker
than ⊃. Then Φ ∈ R(C,M) holds.
(1) A similar argument as in the proof of 5.4.2(1) works.
(2) We will prove in C.6(3).
(3) We only have to show Φ1 ∪ Φ2 ∈ R(C,M). Assume Φ(i) := (L(j+1))0j<i ∈
R(C,M) for i. Since L(i+1) ∈ P(MΦ(i);CΦ(i)l ,CΦ
(i)
r ) holds by 5.7(2), Φ(i+1) ∈ R(C,M)
holds. Thus the assertion follows inductively.(4) Immediate from (2), (3), and 5.7(2).
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lows: Put w(0) := w, C(0) := C, and (M(0);C(0)l ,C(0)r ) := (M;Cl ,Cr ). Assume w(j) ∈
Wsin(C(j),M(j)) and take the maximal element L(j+1) ∈ P(M(j);C(j)l ,C(j)r ) in ImLw
(j)
(6.2(2)) with respect to . Let (N(j+1),M(j+1)) ∈ P(M(j);C(j)l ,C(j)r ) be the colocal rep-
resentative of L(j+1), and (M(j+1);C(j+1)l ,C(j+1)r ) a (C(j+1),C(j+1))-module which is a
reduction of a (C(j),C(j))-module (N(j+1);C(j)l ,C(j)r ) at (N(j+1),M(j+1)). Since w(j) ∈
Wsin(C(j),N(j+1)) holds, we can put w(j+1) := (E(j+1)sin )−1(w(j)) ∈ Wsin(C(j+1),M(j+1))
by 6.2.1(1). Let n be the minimal number such that w(n) ∈ W(C(n)) and Φ :=
(L(j+1))0j<n. Then w = EΦsin(w(n)) holds.
(6) By (5), we only have to show that Esin is injective. Assume that wi ∈ W(C(∞))
(i = 1,2) satisfies Esin(w1) = Esin(w2). We can take Φ ∈ R(C,M) such that wi ∈
QΦ(W(CΦ)) by 5.4(1). Then EΦsin((QΦ)−1(w1)) = EΦsin((QΦ)−1(w2)) holds by (4). Since
EΦsin is injective by 6.2.1(1), we obtain w1 = w2. 
6.3.2. Lemma.
(1) The equality (1,0) ◦ QΦ ◦ t = t ◦ ÊΦ∗ holds as a map W∗(CΦ,M) → isoC for any
Φ ∈ R(C,M).
(2) (cf. 6.3) Êsin ◦ (˜ ) = (˜ ) ◦ Êha, κ = κ ◦ Êha, Êha ◦ ι = ι ◦ Êha, K(∞) ◦ l = l ◦ Êsin,
K(∞) ◦ r = r ◦ Êsin, and (1,0) ◦ t = t ◦ Ê∗ (∗ = sin, reg, or cyc) hold, where (1,0)
is defined in 2.3(3). Moreover, Eha induces an isomorphism of totally ordered sets
K(∞)−1(X) → l−1(X) for any X ∈ indCl × Cr .
Proof. (1) We use the induction on nΦ . Put Φ = (Ψ,L). By nΨ < nΦ , 6.2.1(2), and 5.7(3),
the following diagram is commutative:
W∗
(CΦ,M)
t
Ê
(nΦ )∗ W∗
(CΨ ,M)
t
ÊΨ∗ W∗(C,M)
t
isoCΦ
QΦ
(1,0)
isoCΨ
QΨ
isoC(∞)
(1,0)
isoC
isoC(∞)
(1,0)
isoC.
Thus the assertion follows.
(2) (1,0) ◦ t = t ◦ Ê∗ holds by (1) and 6.3.1(4). The remaining assertions follow from
6.2.1(2). 
6.3.3. Proof of Theorem 6.3. We only have to show that E(∞)ha := Eha is indepen-
dent of the choice of a total order  on P(M;C(∞)l ,C(∞)r ) which is weaker than ⊃.
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′
ha )
−1 : Wha(C,M) → Wha(C,M) for another total order ′, and de-
note by Wnha(C,M) the set of half walks of length n. Assume that f induces the iden-
tity on Wn−1ha (C,M). For any w = (w′ X L Y) ∈ Wnha(C,M), put Sw := {(w′ X L
′
Y) | L′} ⊆ Wnha(C,M). Assume X ∈ indCr . Then Sw = {v | t(v˜) = t(w˜), v > w′ and any
v′ ∈ Wn−1ha (C,M) does not satisfy v > v′ > w′} holds. Since t ◦ (˜ ) ◦ f = t ◦ (˜ ) holds and
f preserves the order  by 6.3.2(2), f induces an automorphism of the ordered set Sw.
Since Sw or Sopw is a well-ordered set by 2.2(1), f is identity on Sw. Thus f (w) = w holds.
A similar argument works for the case X ∈ indCl . 
6.4. Let M be a quadratic (C,C)-module. Define a map L : R(C,M) → P(M;C(∞)l ,C(∞)r )
by L(Φ) := L(nΦ) for Φ = (L(j+1))0j<nΦ . We write Φ1 ≈ Φ2 if L(Φ1) = L(Φ2) holds.
Put R(C,M) := R(C,M)/ ≈, and define R0(C,M), R(C,M) e.t.c. similarly (5.7(1),
6.3.1).
For Φ ∈ R0(C,M) and L := L(Φ), we denote by W(Φ) the unique element of
WLreg(C(∞),M)∪ WLcyc(C(∞),M) (5.7(1)). In other words, it is defined as follows:(
0 X LY 0
)
if ι(∞)(X) = 0 = ι(∞)(Y ),(
0 X LY Y LX 0
)
if ι(∞)(X) = 0 and ι(∞)(Y ) = Y,(· · ·X X LY Y LX X · · ·) if ι(∞)(X) = X and ι(∞)(Y ) = Y,(· · ·X Y LX Y · · · ) if ι(∞)(X) = Y.
Putting F(Φ) := Ê(∞)∗ ◦ W(Φ) (∗ = reg or cyc), we obtain a map F : R0(C,M) →
Wreg(C,M)∪ Wcyc(C,M).
Lemma. Let (M;Cl ,Cr ) be a normal quadratic (C,C)-module and  a total order on
P(M;C(∞)l ,C(∞)r ) which is weaker than ⊃.
(1) If Φ1 ≈ Φ2 holds for Φi ∈ R(C,M) (i = 1,2), then NΦ1 =NΦ2 .
(2) indKer〈−〉 is a disjoint union of indNΦ for any Φ ∈ R0 (C,M).
(3) F induces a bijection F : R0 (C,M) → Wreg(C,M)∪ Wcyc(C,M).
Proof. (1) We will give a proof in C.6(5).
(2) By 5.6(3), we only have to show the disjointness. Take Φi ∈ R(C,M) such that
Φ1 ≈ Φ2. If Φ1 ⊇ Φ2, then indNΦ1 ∩ indNΦ2 = ∅ holds by the definition. For general
case, put Φ := Φ1 ∪ Φ2. Without loss of generality, we assume Φ1 ≈ Φ ≈ Φ2. Then
indNΦ1 ∩ indNΦ2 = indNΦ ∩ indNΦ2 = ∅ holds by (1) and Φ ⊇ Φ2.
(3) A similar argument as in the proof of 6.3.1(5) shows that F is surjective. We
will show that F is injective. Take Φi ∈ F−1(w) and put Li := L(Φi) (i = 1,2).
Put Φ := Φ1 ∪ Φ2 = (L(j+1))0j<nΦ and take 0 < li  nΦ such that Li = L(li ).
Put Ψi := (L(j+1))0j<li−1 and take vi ∈ WLireg(CΨi ,MΨi ) ∪ WLicyc(CΨi ,MΨi ). Then w =
Ê
(∞)∗ ◦QΨi (vi ) = EΨi∗ (vi ) = E(1)∗ ◦ · · · ◦E(li )∗ (vi ) holds for i = 1,2. Suppose l1 < l2. Since
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ImE(l1−1)∗ (6.2.1(1)). Similarly, l1 > l2 is impossible. Thus l1 = l2 and Φ1 ≈ Φ2 hold. 
6.5. Proof of Theorem 6.1. (1) The former assertion follows from 6.3(2). Thus the latter
assertion immediately follows from the fact that ind Mat(C,M)\ indKer〈−〉 is identified
with indC(∞), and that any element in indC(∞) is a direct summand of exactly one ele-
ment of i˜ndJ(∞) by the definition in 3.2.
(2) Fix a total order  on P(M;C(∞)l ,C(∞)r ) which is weaker than ⊃. For any w ∈
Wreg(C,M) ∪ Wcyc(C,M), we can put Φ := F−1(w) by 6.4(3). Putting Nw :=NΦ , we
obtain (2)(i) from 6.4(2). The assertion (2)(ii) follows from 5.4(2). 
6.6. Although the definition of the category Nw for w ∈ Wreg(C,M) ∪ Wcyc(C,M) given
in 6.5 looks dependent on the choice of a total order  on P(M;C(∞)l ,C(∞)r ), the follow-
ing theorem asserts that Nw is independent of the choice of . We notice that the subset
R0 (C,M) of R0(C,M) does depend on the choice of , and F−1(w) is not a singleton set
in general.
Theorem. Let (M;Cl ,Cr ) be a normal quadratic (C,C)-module. Then F : R0(C,M) →
Wreg(C,M) ∪ Wcyc(C,M) is a surjection such that F(Φ1) = F(Φ2) if and only if NΦ1 =
NΦ2 . Hence for any w ∈ Wreg(C,M)∪ Wcyc(C,M), a full subcategory Nw of Mat(C,M)
is well-defined by Nw :=NΦ (Φ ∈ F−1(w)).
6.6.1. Let w ∈ W∗(C,M) (∗ = sin, reg, or cyc).
(1) For a walk w of length n, G = {1, ( )op} acts on |w| = {1,2, . . . , n} by iop := n− i.
Put Gw := {f ∈ G | Lw ◦f = Lw}, so Gw := G if w is symmetric, and Gw := 1 otherwise.
For a cyclic walk w, put Gw := {f ∈ ZG | Lw ◦ f = Lw} where ZG acts on |w| = Z
by iop := −i and ij := i + j (i ∈ Z). In each cases, Gw acts on |w| such that Lw ◦ f = Lw
holds for any f ∈ Gw. We call a subset S of |w| a w-set if GwS = S holds.
(2) Let Φ ∈ R(C,M). When w ∈ EΦ∗ (W∗(CΦ,MΦ)), we denote by wΦ ∈ W∗(CΦ,MΦ)
the preimage of w by EΦ∗ . Then |wΦ | forms a w-set by 6.2.1(3), and we call such a w-set
reductive. Any (reductive) wΦ -set forms a (reductive) w-set, and |wΦ | ∩T forms a wΦ -set
for any w-set T .
(3) Let S be a reductive w-set. Take Φ ∈ R(C,M) such that S = |wΦ |. We call a
subset of S a reductive wS -set if it is a reductive wΦ -set. Define a map LwS :S →
P(M;C(∞)l ,C(∞)r ) by putting wS := QΦ(wΦ) ∈ W∗(C(∞),M). These definitions are in-
dependent of the choice of Φ . Put Smin (respectively Smax) := {x ∈ S | LwSx  LwSy (respec-
tively LwSx Lw
S
y ) or Lw
S
x = LwSy holds for any y ∈ S}.
Proof. (2) Put v := wΦ and we use the notations in 6.2. We only have to show that the
restriction of the action induces an isomorphism Gw → Gv. From our construction, it is
easily checked that the action of any f ∈ Gv extends uniquely to |w|. Thus we have a
natural injection Gv → Gw, which gives the inverse of the restriction of the action.
(3) We will show that reductive wS -sets are well-defined. Assume |wΦi | = S (i = 1,2)
and |w(Φ1,Ψ )| = T for Ψ ∈ R(CΦ1 ,MΦ1). Using the induction on nΨ , we will show that
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S
. Then
|wΦ ′1 | = S and |w(Φ ′1,Ψ ′)| = T . Thus the assertion follows inductively. Assume L ∈ ImLwS .
Then Φ ′2 := (Φ2,L) is well-defined, |wΦ
′
i | = S\{x ∈ |wS | | L = Lwx } ⊇ T (i = 1,2) and
|w(Φ ′1,Ψ ′)| = T . Thus the assertion follows inductively.
Put S = {ai} and w = (· · ·wi−1 L
w
ai wi · · ·). Take Φ ∈ R(C,M) such that S = |wΦ |. Then
wΦ = (· · ·wΦi−1 Ki wΦi · · ·) holds, where Ki is the unique element of P(M;CΦl ,CΦr ) such
that ClKiCr = Lwai and the support of Ki is (r(wΦi−1), l(wΦi )) or (l(wΦi ), r(wΦi−1)). Since
QΦ(wΦ) = (· · ·E(∞)−1sin (wi−1) Ki E(∞)−1sin (wi ) · · ·) holds by ÊΦ∗ = Ê(∞)∗ ◦QΦ , wS and Lw
S
are well-defined. 
6.6.2. Let w ∈ W∗(C,M) (∗ = sin, reg, or cyc). We call a w-set S closed (respectively
weakly closed) if x ∈ S holds for any x ∈ |w| and y ∈ S such that Lwx ⊆ Lwy (respectively
Lwx  L
w
y ).
(1) Let S be a reductive w-set. Then S ∩ T is a closed wS -set for any closed w-set T ,
any weakly closed wS -set is a weakly closed w-set, and Smin ⊆ |w|min holds.
(2) Any closed w-set S is reductive. In particular, |w|min is a reductive w-set.
(3) Assume |w|min = |w|. Then Lw : |w|/Gw → P(M;Cl ,Cr ) is injective, and any w-set
is a reductive w-set.
(4) Let S and T be reductive w-sets. If S ⊇ T holds, then T is a reductive wS -set.
Proof. (1) Put S = |wΦ |. Then Lwx = ClLwΦx Cr holds for any x ∈ |wΦ | by 6.2.1(3). Hence
Lw
Φ
x ⊆ LwΦy implies Lwx ⊆ Lwy , and Lwx  Lwy implies LwΦx LwΦy . Thus the first assertion
follows. To show the second assertion, we only have to show that S is a weakly closed
w-set. Put Φ = (L(j+1))0j<nΦ and Φ(i) := (L(j+1))0j<i . Then |wΦ(i+1) | is a closed
wΦ
(i)
-set by 6.2.1(3). Hence we can easily check that S = |wΦ | is a weakly closed w-set
inductively. Now the third assertion follows immediately.
(2) The latter assertion follows from the former one. We will show the former asser-
tion by the induction on n := #(|w|\S). Assume n = 0 and take x ∈ |w|max\S. Then
Φ := (Lwx ) ∈ R(C,M) satisfies S ⊆ |wΦ |. By (1), S is a closed wΦ -set. Since S is a re-
ductive wΦ -set by #(|wΦ |\S) < n, it is a reductive w-set.
(3) Assume Lwx = Lwy for x, y ∈ |w|. Using |w|min = |w|, we can easily construct
f ∈ Gw such that f (x) = y. Thus the former assertion follows. Since any w-set is closed,
the latter assertion follows from (2).
(4) Regard N0 × N0 as the totally ordered set by the lexicographic order, and use
the induction on (m,n) := (#(|w|\T ),#(S\T )) ∈ N0 ×N0. We assume S  T . Put T =
|wΦ | and Φ := (Φ1,L,Φ2), where |wΦ1 | ⊇ S  |w(Φ1,L)|. By (#(|w|\S),#(|wΦ1 |\S)) <
(m,n), S is a reductive wΦ1 -set. Since |w(Φ1,L)| is a closed wΦ1 -set, S′ := S ∩ |w(Φ1,L)| is
a closed wS -set by (1). Hence S′ is a reductive wS -set by (2), and T is a reductive wS′ -set
by (#(|w|\T ),#(S′\T )) < (m,n). Thus T is a reductive wS -set.∣∣wΦ1 ∣∣
∪

∣∣w(Φ1,L)∣∣
∪
S  S′ ⊃ T . 
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cyc). We call a reductive w-set S final if ImLwS is a singleton set, or equivalently, S = |wΦ |
holds for some Φ ∈ F−1(w). We denote by |w|fin the union of all final reductive w-sets.
Lemma. |w|fin is a reductive w-set such that (|w|fin)min = |w|fin. In particular, any w-set
S contained in |w|fin is a reductive w|w|fin -set.
Proof. For a reductive w-set S, put S0 := S. Then 6.6.2(2) shows that a reductive wSi -set
Si+1 is well-defined by Si+1 := (Si)min for any i  0. Put S∞ :=⋂i0 Si .
(i) We will show that S∞ ⊆ |w|∞ holds for any reductive w-set S.
Assume that Si is a reductive w|w|i -set for i  0. Then Si+1 = (Si)min ⊆ (|w|i )min =
|w|i+1 holds by 6.6.2(1). Since Si+1 is a reductive wSi -set, it is a reductive w|w|i -set. Hence
Si+1 is a reductive w|w|i+1 -set by 6.6.2(4). Thus the assertion follows inductively.
(ii) We will show |w|fin = |w|∞. Then the lemma follows from 6.6.2(3).
Since S := |w|∞ is a reductive w-set such that Smin = S, we obtain S ⊆ |w|fin by
6.6.2(3). Conversely, any final reductive w-set S satisfies Smin = S. Hence we obtain
S = S∞ ⊆ |w|∞ by (i). 
6.6.4. Proof of Theorem 6.6. (i) If w is a unique element of Wreg(C,M) ∪ Wcyc(C,M),
thenNΦ =Ker〈−〉 holds for any Φ ∈ R0(C,M) by 6.4(2)(3) since there exists  such that
Φ ∈ R0 (C,M) by 6.3.1.
(ii) We will show that Nw is well-defined if w satisfies |w|min = |w|.
Let (Lx,L′x) ∈ P(M;Cl ,Cr ) be a colocal representative of Lwx (x ∈ |w|) and put M1 :=∑
x∈|w| Lx ⊃ M ′1 :=
∑
x∈|w| L′x and M2 := M1/M ′1. We denote by 〈−〉2 : Mat(C,M2) →
Cl × Cr the singular functor of (M2;Cl ,Cr ). Since P(M2;Cl ,Cr ) = ImLw and |w|min = |w|
hold, w is a unique element of Wreg(C,M2) ∪ Wcyc(C,M2). Hence any Ψ ∈ R0(C,M2)
satisfies NΨ2 = Ker〈−〉2 as a full subcategory of Mat(C,M2) by (i), where we denote by
NΨ2 the category NΨ defined in 5.3 for the quadratic (C,C)-module M2.
Fix Φ ∈ F−1(w) and take  such that Φ ∈ R0 (C,M) by 6.3.1. Since any Ψ ∈
R0 (C,M2) satisfies F(Ψ ) = w, we obtain Φ ≈ Ψ by 6.4(3) and the following diagram:
R0 (C,M2)
∩
F
Wreg(C,M2)∪ Wcyc(C,M2) = {w}
∩
R0 (C,M)
F
Wreg(C,M)∪ Wcyc(C,M).
Since 6.4(1) and 5.7(4) imply obNΦ = obNΨ = {Xm ∈ ob Mat(C,M1) | Xm ∈
obKer〈−〉2} by the remark above, we obtain the assertion.
(iii) We will show that Nw is well-defined for any w.
By 6.6.3, there exists Ψ ∈ R(C,M) such that |w|fin = |wΨ | = |wΨ |min. By (ii), there
exists a full subcategory NwΨ of Mat(CΨ ,MΨ ) such that NΨ ′ = NwΨ holds for any
Ψ ′ ∈ F−1(wΨ ) ⊆ R0(CΨ ,MΨ ).
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R0(CΨ ,MΨ ) such that S = |w(Ψ,Ψ ′)| by 6.6.3. Then Φ ≈ (Ψ,Ψ ′) holds by 6.6.1(3). Since
NΦ =N (Ψ,Ψ ′) = {x ∈ indKΨ ∣∣RΨ (x) ∈ indNΨ ′}= {x ∈ indKΨ ∣∣RΨ (x) ∈ indNwΨ }
holds by 6.4(1) and Ψ ′ ∈ F−1(wΨ ), we obtain the assertion. 
7. Applications
A (Cl ,Cr )-module M is called locally finite if M(X,Y ) has a finite length as a
(Cl (X,X),Cr (Y,Y ))-module for any X ∈ obCl and Y ∈ obCr .
7.1. Theorem. Let R be a commutative local ring and (M;Cl ,Cr ) a normal quadratic
R-(C,C)-module. Assume that M is a locally finite (Cl ,Cr )-module and ‖−‖ is a discrete
norm (2.1(4)) of Cl × Cr . Put Sd := {Xm ∈ ind Mat(C,M) | ‖X‖ = d} for d ∈ N>0:
(1) Sd\ indKer〈−〉 is a finite set.
(2) There exists a finite number of wi ∈ Wreg(C,M)∪ Wcyc(C,M) (1 i  nd) such that
Sd ∩ indKer〈−〉 is a disjoint union of Sd ∩ indNwi for any i (1 i  nd).
(3) Assume that R is an algebraically closed field. Take w ∈ Wcyc(C,M). Then Sd ∩
indNw is a finite set or {Z(a + br) | r ∈ R×} for some Z ∈ obC and a, b ∈ M(Z,Z).
7.1.1. Let M be a normal quadratic (C,C)-module, w ∈ W∗(C,M) (∗ = sin, reg, or cyc)
and x ∈ indNw (6.1). Then λ ◦ (1,0)(x) is a multiple of t(w) (3.2).
Proof. When w ∈ W(C), the assertion is immediate. When w ∈ WLreg(C,M)∪WLcyc(C,M)
for some L ∈ P(M;Cl ,Cr ) with the support (X,Y ), the assertion follows from 5.2.2(1).
For general case, take Φ such that v := wΦ ∈ W(CΦ) ∪ WLreg(CΦ,MΦ) ∪ WLcyc(CΦ,MΦ)
for some L ∈ P(MΦ;CΦl ,CΦr ). Put y := RΦ(x) ∈ ob Mat(CΦ,MΦ). Since y ∈ indN v
holds, λ ◦ (1,0)(y) is a multiple of t(v) by the argument above. On the other hand,
λ ◦ (1,0)(x) = λ ◦ (1,0) ◦QΦ ◦ (1,0)(y) = (1,0) ◦QΦ ◦ λ ◦ (1,0)(y) holds by 5.7(3), and
t(w) = (1,0) ◦QΦ ◦ t(v) holds by 6.3.2(1). Hence λ ◦ (1,0)(x) is a multiple of t(w). 
7.1.2. (Proof in C.5) Let (M;Cl ,Cr ) be a normal quadratic (C,C)-module and Φ ∈
R(C,M). For any x = Xm ∈ obLΦ , there exist morphisms s in Cl and t in Cr such that
RΦ(X(m+ sm′t)) is isomorphic to (RΦ(x))m′ for any m′ ∈ MΦ(RΦ(x),RΦ(x)).
7.1.3. Let k be an algebraically closed field and A a minimal k-algebra of type (V × V),
namely A is a hereditary k-algebra with the valued quiver
• •
• • . We denote by R the cat-
egory of regular A-modules (see B.1 below). Then indR consists of the following list [15,
11.1], and indNA = indR\{Xn,1}n>0 holds:
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kn kn
In
In
kn
In
Jn+rIn
kn
, where r ∈ k, Jn =

0 1 0 · · · 0
0 0 1 · · · 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 0 · · · 1
0 0 0 · · · 0
 ,
kn kn
In
(In 0)
kn+1
( 0In)
In+1
kn+1
,
kn+1 kn
(In 0)
In
kn+1
In+1
( 0In)
kn
,
kn+1 kn+1
In+1
( 0In)
kn
(In 0)
In
kn
,
kn kn+1
( 0In)
In+1
kn
In
(In 0)
kn+1
.
7.1.4. Proof of Theorem 7.1. Put Wd∗ := {w ∈ W∗(C,M) | ‖t(w)‖ = d} (∗ = sin, reg,
cyc). Since ‖λ(X)‖ = 2‖X‖ holds for any X ∈ isoC, we obtain Sd\ indKer〈−〉 ⊆⋃
e|2d, w∈Wesin indN
w and Sd ∩ indKer〈−〉 ⊆⋃e|2d, w∈Wereg∪Wecyc indNw by 6.1 and 7.1.1.
Since M is a locally finite (Cl ,Cr )-module, {L ∈ P(M;Cl ,Cr ) | the support of L is (X,Y )}
is a finite set for any (X,Y ) ∈ indCl × indCr . Hence We∗ is a finite set for any e since ‖−‖
is a discrete norm. Thus (1) and (2) hold.
(3) Take Φ = (Ψ,L) ∈ F−1(w) and put Φ ′ := (L) ∈ R(CΨ ,MΨ ). Let (X,Y ) be
the support of L. Since R is an algebraically closed field and w ∈ Wcyc(C,M), ei-
ther ι(X) = Y or κ(X) = κ(Y ) =V holds. First, assume ι(X) = Y . Regard X˜ as an
object x of Mat(C,M). If Sd ∩ indNΦ = ∅ holds, then we can put d = ‖Ze‖ and
xe = Zem for m ∈ M(Ze,Ze). By considering the Jordan normal form, we can put
RΨ (Sd) ∩ indNΦ ′ = {RΨ (xe)(a + br) | r ∈ R×} for some a, b ∈ L(RΨ (xe),RΨ (xe)).
Hence Sd ∩ indNΦ = {Ze(m + s(a + br)t) | r ∈ R×} holds for some s and t by 7.1.2.
Thus we obtain the assertion for (Z,a, b) := (Ze,m+ sat, sbt).
For the case κ(X) = κ(Y ) = V, we use 7.1.3. Then a similar argument works. 
7.2. Let M be a quadratic (C,C)-module. It is called of finite type if ind Mat(C,M)
is a finite set, of bounded type if sup{‖X‖ | Xm ∈ ind Mat(C,M)} < ∞ for the stan-
dard norm ‖−‖ of Cl × Cr (2.1(4)), of discrete type for a norm ‖−‖ of Cl × Cr if
#{Xm ∈ ind Mat(C,M) | ‖X‖  d} < ∞ for any d > 0, of tree type if Wcyc(C,M) = ∅,
and of Dynkin type if AΦ is of Dynkin type (4.4.1) for any Φ ∈ R(C,M).
Corollary. Let (M;Cl ,Cr ) be a normal quadratic R-(C,C)-module,
(1) (Brauer–Thrall I and II [24]) Assume that # indCl × Cr < ∞ and M has a finite length
as a (Cl ,Cr )-module. Then M is of finite type if and only if it is of bounded type. More-
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standard norm of Cl × Cr .
(2) M is of tree type if and only if it is of Dynkin type.
(3) M is of finite type if and only if it is of tree type, # indCl × Cr < ∞ and M has a finite
length as a (Cl ,Cr )-module.
(4) If M is of bounded type, then it is of tree type. The converse holds if # indCl ×Cr < ∞.
(5) If M is a locally finite (Cl ,Cr )-module, ‖−‖ is a discrete norm of Cl × Cr and M is of
tree type, then M is of discrete type for ‖−‖. The converse holds if #(R/JR) = ∞.
7.2.1. In 5.2.1, N is a quadratic (C,C)-module of tree type if and only if A is of Dynkin
type and N ′ is a quadratic (C′,C′)-module of tree type.
Proof. We have a bijection Ecyc : Wcyc(C′,N ′) → Wcyc(C,N)\WLcyc(C,N) by 6.2.1(1).
Since WLcyc(C,N) = ∅ if and only if A is of Dynkin type by 5.2.2(1), we obtain the asser-
tion. 
7.2.2. Proof of 7.2. (2) By 7.2.1, a minimal quadratic bimodule is of tree type if and only
if its associated algebra is of Dynkin type. By 7.2.1 again, we obtain the assertion.
(3) By 6.1, M is of finite type if and only if Wcyc(C,M) = ∅ and Wsin(C,M) ∪
Wreg(C,M) is a finite set. It is easily shown that this is equivalent to that M is of tree
type and indCl × Cr and P(M;Cl ,Cr ) are finite sets. Thus the assertion follows.
(4) Since sup{‖X‖ | Xm ∈ indNw} = ∞ for any w ∈ Wcyc(C,M), the former assertion
follows. We will show the latter assertion. Since Wcyc(C,M) = ∅ and # indCl × Cr < ∞,
it is easily checked that the supremum of the length of all walks is finite. Hence M is of
bounded type by 6.1 and 7.1.1.
(5) The former assertion follows from 7.1(1)(2). On the other hand, if AΦ is not of
Dynkin type and #(R/JR) = ∞, then indNAΦ contains infinitely many AΦ -modules of
some fixed dimension over R/JR [11]. Thus the latter assertion follows from 7.1.2.
(1) Immediate from (3)–(5). 
7.3. By 6.1 and (1) below, we obtain a description of the category modΛ of a quadratic
order Λ (1.3(2)). As an application, we can obtain the well-known description of modB
of a clannish algebra or a special biserial algebra B given in [5,31, (3.5)].
Moreover, recall that there is a concept of tame representation type for a finite-
dimensional algebra over an algebraically closed field [3,9]. It is remarkable that quadratic
orders have a quite similar property like algebras of tame representation type [19, 8.4.1],
and this fact implies the well-known tameness of clannish algebras and special biserial
algebras (see (2)(3) below).
Corollary. Let R be a complete discrete valuation ring with the residue field k and Λ a
quadratic R-order with the associated hereditary order Γ .
(1) Put C := prΛ × prΛ, Cl = Cr := prΓ , I := (Γ × Γ )⊗Λ×Λ :C → Cl × Cr , and
M := JprΓ . Then (M;Cl ,Cr ) is a quadratic (C,C)-module with a full dense functor
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0 if and only if P0 = 0.
(2) For any d ∈ N>0, there exist a finite number of full subcategories Ci of modΛ and
minimal k-algebras Hi with full dense functors C˜i → NHi and C˜i → Ci which re-
spect isomorphism classes (1 i  nd) such that {X ∈ ind modΛ | lengthΛX  d} ⊆⋃
1ind indCi .(3) Assume that R is the formal power series ring k[[t]] over an algebraically closed field
k, and dimk(Λ/I) < ∞ for a two-sided ideal I of Λ. Then Λ/I is of tame represen-
tation type. In particular, special biserial algebras and clannish algebras are of tame
representation type.
Proof. (1) Immediate from 1.3(2) and [5, 2.2].
(2) Put I := J dΓ and B := Λ/I ⊆ A := Γ/I . Then {X ∈ ind modΛ | lengthΛX = d} ⊆
ind modB holds. Put C := prB × prB , Cl = Cr := prA, and I := (A × A)⊗B×B :C →
Cl × Cr . Then (M;Cl ,Cr ) is a quadratic (C,C)-module such that M := JprA is a locally
finite (Cl ,Cr )-module. By [5, 2.2] again, we have a full dense functor F : Mat(C,M) →
modΛ defined by F((P1,P0)f ) := Cokf such that F((P1,P0)f ) = 0 if and only if
P0 = 0. Thus KerF is a disjoint union of Nw with a finite number of w ∈ W(C). Let
‖−‖ be the standard norm of Cl × Cr , which is discrete. Then it is easily checked that
{X ∈ ind modB | lengthB X  d} is contained in F({Xm ∈ ind Mat(C,M) | ‖X‖  dn})
for n := 1+ lengthAA. Hence we obtain the assertion from 7.1(1)(2) by putting C˜i :=Nwi .
(3) By 1.3.2, we only have to show the former assertion. We can assume I = JnΓ for
large enough n. Apply the argument in the proof of (2) and use notations in 7.1. Take any
d ∈ N>0 and w ∈ Wcyc(C,M). We only have to show that F(Sd ∩ indNw) is a finite set or
{T ⊗k[x] k[x]/(x − r) | r ∈ k×} for some (B, k[x])-module T . By 7.1(3), we obtain such
T by an exact sequence Zl ⊗k k[x] a+bx−−−→Zr ⊗k k[x] → T → 0. 
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Appendix A. Proof of Theorem 1.4
In this section, fix a base field k and put dimX := dimk X for any X ∈ ob modk. Con-
sider the following condition (∗) for a k-algebra morphism F :B → A.
(∗) A is semisimple and 2 dimk eBe dimk eAe holds for any idempotent e of B .
A.1. We call a ring morphism F of type (VI) if it is Morita-equivalent to an injection{( x y ) }0 φ(x) ∈ M2(D) | x, y ∈ D → M2(D) for some division ring D and φ ∈ Aut(D).
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(1) If B is division, then F is of type (O), (I·II), (III), or (IV).
(2) If B is local, then F is of type (O), (I·II), (III), (IV), or (VI).
Proof. (1) Put A =∏ni=1 Mli (Di), where li  1 and Di is a finite-dimensional division
k-algebra. Then 2 dimB A =∑ni=1 li dimB Mli ,1(Di)∑ni=1 li holds. Hence we obtain
(n, l1, l2) = (2,1,1) (type (III)), (n, l1) = (1,1) (type (O), or (IV)) or (n, l1) = (1,2) (type
(I·II)).
(2) Put C := {x ∈ A | xJ iBA ⊆ J iBA for any i  0}. Then C → A is a triangular exten-
sion and JC = {x ∈ A | xJ iBA ⊆ J i+1B A for any i  0} holds. Hence JB ⊆ JC holds. Since
B ∩ JC is a nilpotent two-sided ideal of B , we obtain B ∩ JC = JB . Since 2 dimB/JB =
2 dimB − 2 dimJB  dimA − 2 dimJC = dimC/JC holds by dimC + dimJC = dimA,
we obtain the following by (1):
(i) B ∩ JC = JB and B/JB → C/JC is of type (O), (I·II), (III), or (IV).
(ii) If 2 dimB/JB = dimC/JC holds, then JB = JC holds.
Assume C = A. Then the assertion follows from (i). Assume C = A. Since C → A is a
triangular extension, C/JC is not simple. Since B is local, B/JB → C/JC is of type (III)
by (i). Thus 2 dimB/JB = dimC/JC holds, and C/JC is a direct product of two division
rings. Hence JB = JC holds by (ii), and we can put C =
(
D D
0 D
)⊂ A = M2(D). Thus F is
of type (VI). 
A.2. Let F :B → A be a k-algebra morphism and {e1, e2} a complete set of orthogonal
primitive idempotents of B . Assume that B is basic, F satisfies the condition (∗) above
and FBei is of type (ti ) (ti ∈ {O, I·II, III, IV,VI}) for i = 1,2. For a subset S of A and
i, j ∈ {1,2}, put iSj := eiSej .
(1) Assume ti ∈ {O, I·II, IV} for i = 1,2. Then (1B2, 2B1) = (0, 2A1), (1A2,0), or (0,0)
holds. Moreover, (1B2, 2B1) = (0,0) implies t1 = t2 = O.
(2) Assume that at least one of ti is not O. Then dim 1B2 + dim 2B1  (dim 1A2 +
dim 2A1)/2 holds.
Proof. Assume that a sub k-space S of A satisfies 1S2 · 2S1 = 0 or 2S1 · 1S2 = 0. Then
dim 1S2 + dim 2S1  (dim 1A2 + dim 2A1)/2 holds since iAj × jAi mult.−−→ iAi Tr−→k is non-
degenerate.
(1) We will show that 1B2 is a (1A1, 2A2)-module. Then 1B2 = 1A2 or 0 holds since
1A2 is a simple (1A1, 2A2)-module. Thus the assertion follows since B is basic.
If t1 = O (respectively t2 = O), then this is immediate since 1A2 is a simple 2Aop2 -
module (respectively 1A1-module). Thus we assume t1 = O, t2 = O and that 1B2 is not a
1A1-module. Then 1B2 ⊆ N := {x ∈ 1A2 | x · 2A1 = 0} holds by 1B2 · 2B1 ⊆ J1B1 = 0.
Since N is a 1A1-module, we obtain N = 1B2. Thus dim 1B2 + dim 2B1 < dimN +
dim 2B1  (dim 1A2 + dim 2A1)/2 holds by the remark above. Since 2 dim iBi = dim iAi
holds for i = 1,2, we obtain 2 dimB < dimA, a contradiction.
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we obtain the assertion from 2 dimB  dimA. Hence we may assume t1 = O and t2 ∈
{III,VI} by (1). Clearly we may assume 1A2 = 0. Put (l,m,n) := (5,1,2) if t2 = III,
and (9,2,3) if t2 := VI. Then dimA = l dimD, dim 1A2 = dim 2A1 = mdimD and
dim 1B1 + dim 2B2 = ndimD hold. Hence dim 1B2 + dim 2B1  (1/2l − n)dimD =
(m − 1/2)dimD holds by our assumption. Since (dim 1B2 + dim 2B1)/dimD is an in-
teger, we obtain dim 1B2 + dim 2B1 mdimD = (dim 1A2 + dim 2A1)/2. 
A.3. Proof of 1.4. Let F :B → A be a quadratic extension such that A is semisimple.
Then 2 dimB  dimA holds, and FP (1.2(1)) is also a quadratic extension for any finitely
generated projective B-module P . Thus ‘only if’ part follows.
To show ‘if’ part, we may assume that B is basic. Let E be a complete set of orthog-
onal primitive idempotents of B [1, p. 89]. By A.1(2), E is a disjoint union of E(t) :=
{e ∈ E | FBe is of type(t)} for t ∈ {O, I·II, III, IV,VI}. For e ∈ E(III)∪ E(VI), we can take
a complete set {e′, e′′} of orthogonal primitive idempotents of eAe such that e′Be′ = e′Ae′,
e′′Be′′ = e′′Ae′′, e′′Be′ = 0, and e′Be′′ = JeBe. Put F(t) := {e′, e′′ | e ∈ E(t)} for t = III or
VI, and F := E(O)∪ E(I·II)∪ E(IV)∪ F(III)∪ F(VI). For any f ∈ F, we denote by fˆ the
unique element of E such that f fˆ = f . Then f J
(fˆ Bfˆ )
f = 0 holds from our choice.
(i) We will show that eBfBe = 0 holds for any e,f ∈ F, e = f .
If eˆ = fˆ , then eBfBe = 0 holds from our choice. Assume eˆ = fˆ . Since fˆ BeˆBfˆ ⊆
J
(fˆ Bfˆ )
holds, we obtain fBeˆBf ⊆ f J
(fˆ Bfˆ )
f = 0 by the remark above. Thus N :=
eˆBfBeˆ is a sub-(eˆBeˆ, eˆBeˆ)-module of eˆAeˆ such that N2 = eˆB(fBeˆBf )Beˆ = 0. Hence
we can easily check that N ⊆ J(eˆBeˆ) holds. Thus eBfBe = eNe ⊆ eJ(eˆBeˆ)e = 0 holds.
(ii) We will show the following (a)–(c) for any e,f ∈ F, e = f :
(a) eBf ⊕ fBe ⊆ B .
(b) (eBf,fBe) = (0,0), (eAf,0), or (0, fAe).
(c) If (eBf,fBe) = (0,0), then e and f are in E(O).
If e and f are in E(O), then the assertions are immediate. Thus we assume that at least
one of e and f are not in E(O). If eˆ = fˆ , then the assertions are immediate again. Thus we
assume eˆ = fˆ . Then dim eˆBfˆ + dim fˆ Beˆ (dim eˆAfˆ + dim fˆ Aeˆ)/2 holds by A.2(2). By
(i) and the remark in the proof of A.2, dim eBf + dimfBe  (dim eAf + dimfAe)/2
holds for any e,f ∈ F. Hence ⊕1i,j2(eiBfj ⊕ fjBei) = eˆBfˆ ⊕ fˆ Beˆ holds for
(e1, e2) := (e, eˆ − e) and (f1, f2) := (f, fˆ − f ). Thus (a) holds, and B ′ :=
( eBe eBf
fBe fBf
)
forms a basic ring by (i). Applying A.2(1) to the inclusion B ′ → (e + f )A(e + f ), we
obtain (b) and (c).
(iii) Let A =∏Ai be a decomposition into a simple component and Fi := F∩Ai . Then
F is a disjoint union of Fi . Define a relation > on F by (e > f ⇔ e and f belong to same
Fi and eBf = eAf ) for e = f ∈ F. Then  gives a partial order on F by (a). If two ele-
ments e and f in F satisfies e  f , then eBf = 0 holds by (b). Hence I :=⊕e>f∈F eAf
forms an ideal of B by (a), which is nilpotent by #F < ∞. Since B/I is isomorphic∏
to e∈E eBe, we obtain JB = I . Moreover, since 2 dim(e + f + g)B(e + f + g) 
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lowing (d) from (c):
(d) For any e ∈ Fi , there exists at most one incomparable element f in Fi . Moreover, such
e and f are in E(O).
(iv) Put F′i := {e ∈ Fi | any element in Fi is comparable with e}. Then (d) shows
that Fi\F′i is a disjoint union
⋃
j {ej , fj }, where ej and fj are incomparable. Put Gi :=
F′i ∪ (
⋃
j {ej +fj }) and G :=
⋃
i Gi . Then the partial order  on Fi makes Gi a totally or-
dered set. Put C :=⊕ef∈G eAf . Let F := (B G−→C H−→A) be the inclusions. By (iii), H
is a triangular extension such that JC =⊕e>f∈G eAf =⊕e>f∈F eAf = JB . Moreover,
GBe is a minimal quadratic extension for any e ∈ G. 
Appendix B. Minimal algebras of extended Dynkin type
In this section, fix a base field k and any algebra is assumed to be finite-dimensional
over k. Write X∗ := Homk(X, k) and dimX := dimk X for any X ∈ ob modk. Then
inA := (prAop)∗ forms the category of finitely generated injective A-modules.
B.1. We review some well-known facts on almost split sequences [2] and hereditary alge-
bras of extended Dynkin type [11,23].
(1) Let A be an Artin algebra. Then the existence theorem of almost split sequences
implies the following fact: for any X ∈ ob modA, there exist complexes (X] : τ+X ν+−→
θ+X µ
+−→ X and [X) :X µ−−→ θ−X ν−−→ τ−X (µ±, ν± ∈ JmodA) which induce exact
sequences 0 → HomA( , τ+X) ·ν+−−→ HomA( , θ+X) ·µ−→ JmodA( ,X) → 0 and 0 →
HomA(τ−X, ) ν
−·−−→HomA(θ−X, ) µ
−·−−→JmodA(X, ) → 0. They are unique up to isomor-
phism, (X] is isomorphic to [τ+X) for any X ∈ ind modA\ ind prA, and [X) is isomorphic
to (τ−X] for any X ∈ ind modA\ ind inA.
(2) Let A be a hereditary algebra, (Γ, d) the associated valued quiver of A, and
W its Weyl group. Assume that (Γ, d) is an extended Dynkin quiver, and denote by
∂ :QΓ → Q the defect with respect to a Coxeter transformation. We identify K0(A)
with ZΓ , and denote by dim : ob modA→ZΓ the natural map. Thus the map ∂ : ob mod
A
dim−−→ZΓ ∂−→ Q is obtained. We denote by P (respectively R, I) the category of
preprojective (respectively regular, preinjective) A-modules, namely indP (respectively
indR, indI) := {X ∈ ind modA | ∂(X) < 0 (respectively ∂(X) = 0, ∂(X) > 0)}. Then
HomA(I,R) = 0, HomA(I,P) = 0, and HomA(R,P) = 0 hold.
We denote by H the category of homogeneous A-modules, namely indH := {X ∈
ind modA | w(dimX) = dimX for any w ∈ W }. Then H is an abelian subcategory of
modA, and R is equivalent to H× add(indR\ indH).
We denote by S the category of semisimple objects in H. For any X ∈ indS and
n  0, there exists Xn ∈ indH such that Xn has a unique composition series Xn ⊃
· · · ⊃ X1 ⊃ X0 = X in H and Xi+1/Xi is isomorphic to X (0  i < n). Then H is⊕
equivalent to a direct sum X∈indS add{Xn}0n. Fix an injection in−1n :Xn−1 → Xn
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pnm := pnn−1 · · ·pm+1m :Xn → Xm for m n. Then (Xn] = [Xn) is given by
(
Xn
(inn+1 p
n
n−1)
Xn+1 ⊕Xn−1
(−pn+1n
i
n−1
n
)
Xn
)
.
B.2. Let A be a minimal algebra of type (t1 × t2) (t1, t2 ∈ {I·II, IV,V}) and 〈−〉 =
(〈−〉l 〈−〉r ) : modA → mod(F × F) the singular functor. Then A is a tame hereditary
algebra with an extended Dynkin quiver (Γ, d) (4.4.1).
(1) For any exact sequence 0 → X f−→Y g−→Z → 0 in modA, there exists δ and the
following exact sequence in modF :
0 −→ 〈X〉l 〈f 〉l−−→〈Y 〉l 〈g〉l−−→〈Z〉l δ−→〈X〉r 〈f 〉r−−→〈Y 〉r 〈g〉r−−→〈Z〉r −→ 0.
(2) Aop is a minimal algebra of type (t2 × t1), and the following diagrams are commu-
tative for its singular functor 〈−〉op = (〈−〉opl 〈−〉opr ):
〈 〉l : modA
∗
modF
∗
〈 〉opr : modAop modF op,
〈 〉r : modA
∗
modF
∗
〈 〉opl : modAop modF op.
(3) There exists a constant c ∈ {1,1/2} such that c∂(X) = dimF Hl (X)−dimF Hr (X) =
dimF 〈X〉l − dimF 〈X〉r holds for any X ∈ ob modA. Thus X ∈ indI implies 〈X〉l = 0, and
X ∈ indP implies 〈X〉r = 0. Put P0 := (A1E)2/b , P1 := (A1D)2/a , Pn := τ−Pn−2, I0 :=
((1DA)∗)2/a , I1 := ((1EA)∗)2/b , and In := τ+In−2 for n  2. Then (Hl (In),Hr (In)) =
(F 2n+2,F 2n) = (Hr (Pn),Hl (Pn)), c∂(Pn) = −2, c∂(In) = 2, P = add{Pn}0n, and I =
add{In}0n hold, and HomA(Im, In) = 0 = HomA(Pn,Pm) holds for any m < n. More-
over, [In) can be written as (In → I 2n−1 → In−2) and (Pn] can be written as (Pn−2 →
P 2n−1 → Pn), where Pm = Im := 0 for m< 0.
Proof. (1) Since Hl and Hr are exact functors, the assertion follows from Snake lemma
and the following commutative diagram with exact rows:
X : 0
f
〈X〉l
〈f 〉l
Hl (X)
Hl (f )
φX
Hr (X)
Hr (f )
〈X〉r
〈f 〉r
0
Y : 0
g
〈Y 〉l
〈g〉l
Hl (Y )
Hl (g)
φY
Hr (Y )
Hr (g)
〈Y 〉r
〈g〉r
0
φZ
Z : 0 〈Z〉l Hl (Z) Hr (Z) 〈Z〉r 0.
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Aop =
(
Dop F
op
(a,b)
O Eop
)
=
(
Eop O
F(a,b)op D
op
)
.
(3) The first assertion follows from a simple calculation of ∂ . Other assertions can be
checked easily from well-known facts on hereditary algebras [2]. 
B.3. Lemma. Let A be a minimal algebra of type (t1 × t2) (t1, t2 ∈ {I·II, IV,V}). Then
there exists T ∈ indS such that Hl (T ) = F 2 = Hr (T ), 〈T 〉l = F = 〈T 〉r , and 〈 〉l T ,X is
surjective for any X ∈ ob modA. Moreover, for any X ∈ ind modA\{T }, (X] induces an
exact sequence 0 → 〈τ+X〉l → 〈θ+X〉l → 〈X〉l → 0.
Proof. First, recall that any X ∈ ob modA can be regarded as a triple (U,V )φ of U ∈
ob modD, V ∈ ob modE, and φ ∈ HomF (Hl (U),Hr (V )) by 4.4.2(2).
Consider multiplications F(1,2) × D(2/a,1) → F(1,a) and F(1,2) × E(2/b,1) → F(1,b).
It is easily shown that there exist s, t ∈ F(1,2) such that sD(2/a,1) = F(1,a), sE(2/b,1) =
F(1,b) and
(
t
s
) ∈ GL2(F ). Then sU(2/a,1) = sD(2/a,1) ⊗D U = Hl (X) and sV(2/b,1) =
sE(2/b,1) ⊗E V = Hr (X) hold for any X = (U,V )φ ∈ ob modA.
Put ψ := (t
s
)−1(s
0
) ∈ F(2) and T := (D2/a,E2/b)ψ . Then Hl (T ) = F 2 = Hr (T ) and
s ∈ 〈T 〉l hold by sψ = s
(
t
s
)−1(s
0
)= (0 1)(s0)= 0. Since dimF 〈T 〉l − dimF 〈T 〉r = 0 holds
by B.2(3), we obtain 〈T 〉l = F = 〈T 〉r . Taking any X = (U,V )φ ∈ ob modA and x ∈ 〈X〉l ,
we will show that there exists h ∈ HomA(T ,X) such that x = 〈h〉l (s). We can take
f ∈ U(2/a,1) and g ∈ V(2/b,1) such that sf = x and sg = tf φ by the remark above. Then
f φ =
(
t
s
)−1(
tf φ
sf φ
)
=
(
t
s
)−1(
sg
0
)
= ψg
holds. Hence h := (f g) ∈ HomA(T ,X) satisfies x = 〈h〉l (s).
Assume that T is decomposable. Put T = T ′ ⊕ T ′′, T ′ ∈ ind modA, 〈T ′〉l = F and
T ′′ = 0. Suppose 〈T ′〉r = F . Since Hl (T ′) = F = Hr (T ′) holds by ∂(T ′) = 0, we ob-
tain a = b = 1 and T ′ = (D,E)0, a contradiction to T ′ ∈ ind modA. Hence we obtain
〈T ′〉r = 0, which implies T ′ ∈ indI by ∂(T ′) > 0. Thus X := τ+T ′ ∈ indI satisfies
HomA(T ′,X) = 0 by B.2(3). Then 〈X〉l = 0 and 〈−〉l T ,X = 0 hold by 〈T ′′〉l = 0, a con-
tradiction to the former assertion. Hence T is indecomposable.
Since we can easily check that dimT is stable under W , we obtain T ∈ indH. Sup-
pose T /∈ indS . By B.1(2), there exists S ∈ indS such that T = Sn for some n  1. By
considering dimT , we obtain n = 1 and a = b = 1. Applying B.2(1) to an exact sequence
0 → S → T → S → 0, we obtain 〈S〉l = F = 〈S〉r . Hence S = (D,E)0, a contradiction to
S ∈ indS . Thus we obtain T ∈ indS .
We will show the latter assertion. In the following diagram, (·µ+) and 〈 〉l T ,X are surjec-
tive by X = T and the former assertion. Since (·〈µ+〉l) is a surjective, 〈µ+〉l is a surjective.
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HomA
(
T , θ+X
)
〈 〉l T ,θ+X
·µ+
HomA(T ,X)
〈 〉l T ,X
HomF
(〈T 〉l , 〈θ+X〉l) ·〈µ+〉l HomF (〈T 〉l , 〈X〉l). 
B.4. Theorem. Let A be a minimal algebra of type (t1 × t2) (t1, t2 ∈ {I·II, IV,V}). For
n 0, define In and Pn by B.2(3), and Tn by B.3 and B.1(2).
(1) 〈X〉l and 〈X〉r is given by the following table (B.2(3)):
X Pn indP Tn indR\{Tn}0n In indI
dimF 〈X〉l 0 0 1 0 2 1 or 2
dimF 〈X〉r 2 1 or 2 1 0 0 0
(2) 〈 〉l Tn,X = 0 for any X ∈ {Tm}0m<n, and 〈 〉l Tn,X is surjective for any X ∈
ind modA\{Tm}0m<n.
(3) 〈 〉l In,X is injective for X = In, bijective for X = In−1, surjective for any X ∈
{Im}0m<n−1, and zero for any X ∈ ind modA\{Im}nm.
(4) 〈 〉l X,Pn is injective for X = Pn, bijective for X = Pn−1, surjective for any X ∈
{Pm}0m<n−1, and zero for any X ∈ ind modA\{Pm}nm.
B.4.1. (1) 〈i0n〉l ∈ HomF (〈T 〉l , 〈Tn〉l ) (B.1(2)) is bijective for any n 0.
(2) (i0n·) : HomA(Tn,X) → HomA(T ,X) is surjective for X ∈ ind modA\{Tm}0m<n.
Proof. (1) By B.2(1), we only have to show that 〈i0n〉l is surjective. For any x ∈ 〈Tn〉l ,
there exists f ∈ HomA(T ,Tn) such that x ∈ Im〈f 〉l by B.3. Since T is a socle of Tn in H,
f factors through i0n . Hence 〈f 〉l factors through 〈i0n〉l . Thus x ∈ Im〈i0n〉l holds.
(2) We use the induction on n. Assume that (i0n−1·) : HomA(Tn−1,X) → HomA(T ,X)
is surjective for any X ∈ ind modA\{Tm}0m<n−1. By B.1(2), (in−1n pn−1n−2)· : HomA(Tn ⊕
Tn−2,X) → HomA(Tn−1,X) is surjective for any X ∈ ind modA\{Tn−1}. Since (i0n 0) =
i0n−1(in−1n p
n−1
n−2), we obtain the assertion. 
B.4.2. Proof of Theorem B.4. (1) Since HomA(T ,X) = 0 holds for any X ∈ indP ∪
(indR\{Tn}0n) by B.1(2), we obtain 〈X〉l = 0 and dimF 〈X〉r = −c∂(X) by B.3. By
B.4.1(1) and ∂(Tn) = 0, we obtain 〈Tn〉l = F = 〈Tn〉r . By B.2(2) and the dual of B.3,
there exists T ′ ∈ indS such that 〈T ′〉l = F = 〈T ′〉r and 〈 〉r X,T ′ is surjective for any
X ∈ ob modA. Then T = T ′ holds by the above remark. Hence 〈X〉r = 0 and dimF 〈X〉l =
c∂(X) holds for any X ∈ indI ∪ (indR\{Tn}0n) by the dual of the above argument. Thus
we obtain the assertions by B.2(3).
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0 → T i0n−→Tn p
n
n−1−−−→Tn−1 → 0
induces an exact sequence
0 → 〈T 〉l 〈i
0
n〉l−−→〈Tn〉l 〈p
n
n−1〉l−−−−→〈Tn−1〉l
by B.2(1). Since 〈i0n〉l is a bijection by B.4.1(1), we obtain 〈pnn−1〉l = 0. Since any
f ∈ HomA(Tn,Tm) (0m< n) factors through pnn−1, we obtain 〈f 〉l Tn,Tm = 0.
We will show the second part. In the following diagram, (i0n·) and 〈 〉l T ,X are surjective
by B.4.1(2) and B.3, and (〈i0n〉l ·) is bijective by B.4.1(1). Thus 〈 〉l Tn,X is surjective.
HomA(Tn,X)
〈 〉l Tn,X
i0n ·
HomA(T ,X)
〈 〉l T ,X
HomF
(〈Tn〉l , 〈X〉l) 〈i0n〉l · HomF (〈T 〉l , 〈X〉l).
(3) (i) We will show that 〈−〉l In+1,In is injective for any n 0.
Take a minimal number n 0 such that 〈−〉l In+1,In is not injective. Then there exist an
indecomposable direct summand X (respectively Y ) of In+1 (respectively In) and non-zero
f ∈ HomA(X,Y ) such that 〈f 〉l = 0. Suppose n = 0. Since Y is simple and X is injective,
we obtain an injective resolution 0 → Z → X f−→Y → 0 of Z := kerf . Hence Z is in-
decomposable, and we obtain 〈Z〉l = 〈X〉l and 〈Z〉r = 〈Y 〉l by (1) and B.2(1). By (1),
Z = Tm holds for some m  0. Recall that (Hl (I1),Hr (I1)) = (F 4,F 2) holds by B.2(3).
Since 2  dimF Hr (X)  dimF Hr (Tm) = 2(m + 1) holds, we obtain Hr (X) = F 2 and
m = 0. Since Hl (Y ) = 〈Y 〉l = 〈T 〉r = F holds, we obtain Hl (X) = Hl (T )⊕ Hl (Y ) = F 3.
Putting I1 = X ⊕X′, we obtain (Hl (X′),Hr (X′)) = (F,0), a contradiction.
Suppose n > 0. Since f is an irreducible morphism [2] by J 2modA(In+1, In) = 0, we can
write
[X) = (X (f f ′)−−−→Y ⊕Z (gg′)−−→τ−X).
Then
0 → 〈X〉l (0 〈f
′〉l )−−−−−→〈Y 〉l ⊕ 〈Z〉l
( 〈g〉l
〈g′〉l
)
−−−−→〈τ−X〉l → 0
is exact by 〈X〉r = 0 and B.2(1). Assume that 〈f ′〉l is not bijective. Then 〈τ−X〉l = 〈X〉l =
F , 〈Z〉l = F 2 and 〈Y 〉l = 0 hold by (1) and ∂(τ−X) = ∂(X), a contradiction. Hence 〈f ′〉l
is bijective, so 〈g′〉l = 0 holds. Thus 〈−〉l In,In−1 is not injective by B.2(3), a contradiction.
(ii) We will show (3). The last case follows from HomA(In,X) = 0. Since EndA(In)
is a product of simple rings, 〈−〉l In,In is injective. We will show dim HomA(In, In−1) =
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tive. By [In) in B.2(3), we obtain a bijection HomA(I 2n−1, In−1) → HomA(In, In−1). Thus
dim HomA(In, In−1) = 2 dim EndA(In−1) = 4 dimF holds.
Since the surjectivity of 〈 〉l X,Y and 〈 〉l Y,Z implies the surjectivity of 〈 〉l X,Z in general,
〈−〉l In,Im is surjective for any m< n− 1.
(4) The dual argument of (3) works. 
B.5. Proof of Theorem 4.3 (for the case T = t1 × t2, t1, t2 ∈ {I·II, IV,V}). (1) follows
from B.4 immediately. (2) and (3) also follows from B.4, where p˜n (respectively i˜n, t˜n)
corresponds to Pn (respectively In, Tn). Other assertions can be easily checked. 
Appendix C. Reductive bimodule pair
We use the notations Mat(C,M)/I and Mat(C,M) explained in the beginning of Sec-
tion 5.
C.1. Definition. (1) We call (M,M ′;Cl ,Cr ) a reductive (respectively normal reductive)
(C,C)-module pair if the following are satisfied:
(i) I = (Il Ir ) :C → Cl × Cr is a faithful functor satisfying C ⊃ JCl×Cr (respectively
JC = JCl×Cr ).
(ii) M is a (Cl ,Cr )-module, M ′ is a sub-(Cl ,Cr )-module, M ′ ⊇ JClM +MJCr , M ′(X, ) =
M(X, ) or M ′(X, ) is a unique maximal Copr -submodule of M(X, ) for any X ∈ indCl ,
and M ′( , Y ) = M( ,Y ) or M ′( , Y ) is a unique maximal Cl-submodule of M( ,Y ) for
any Y ∈ indCr .
(2) In (1), put M := M/M ′ and define the local singular functor [−] = ([−]l [−]r ) :
Mat(C,M) → Cl × Cr with natural transformations γ : [−]l → Pl and δ :Pr → [−]r and
the local singular category I′ = (I′l I′r ) :C′ → Cl × Cr by a quite similar way as in 5.1
and 2.3(3). In C.3–C.5, we use the precise definitions of the (local) singular functor and
the (local) singular category obC′ := ob Mˇat(C,M) e.t.c. in 2.3(2).
C.2. Theorem. Let (M,M ′;Cl ,Cr ) be a reductive (C,C)-module pair. Then there exists
an equivalence R : Mat(C,M)/ker[−] → Mat(C′,M ′)/JCl×Cr which makes the following
diagram commutative, where the lower sequence is the natural equivalence:
Mat(C,M)/ker[−]
(
1,( )
)
R Mat(C′,M ′)/JCl×Cr
(1,0)
Mat(C,M)/ker[−] C′/JCl×Cr .
C.2.1. Corollary. Let (M,M ′;Cl ,Cr ) be a normal reductive (C,C)-module pair.
(1) There exists a full dense functor R : Mat(C,M) → Mat(C′,M ′) (called the reduction
functor) which makes the following diagram commutative:
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(
( ),( )
)
R
Mat(C′,M ′)
(1,0)
Mat(C,M) C′.
Moreover, above diagram is a pull-back diagram, namely, if a morphism f¯ in
Mat(C,M) satisfies that [f¯ ] is a morphism in Mat(C′,M ′), then f¯ is a morphism
in Mat(C,M).
(2) Define a full subcategory L of Mat(C,M) by obL = {x ∈ ob Mat(C,M) | R(x) ∈
obC′}. Then (( ), ( )) gives equivalences L→ Mat(C,M) and KerR → Ker[−] for
the local singular functor [−] : Mat(C,M) → Cl × Cr .
C.3. Let (M,M ′;Cl ,Cr ) be a reductive (C,C)-module pair and x = Xm ∈ ob Mat(C,M).
We call x˙ = (x, (c1
c2
)
, (d1 d2)) a lifting system of x in (M,M ′;Cl ,Cr ) if (Xm,
(
c1
c2
)
, (d1 d2))
is a regular system in (M;Cl ,Cr ) (which we denote by x˙ or x˙ simply) and c1md2 = 0 =
c2md1 holds. Then we put (u1 u2) =
(
c1
c2
)−1
and
(
v1
v2
)= (d1 d2)−1. It is easily checked that
u1c1m = u1c1md1v1 = md1v1 holds.
[x˙]l
c1
Xl
u1
u2
m
Xr
d2
d1
[x˙]r
v1
Wl
c2
Wr.
v2
Lemma.
(1) For any x = Xm ∈ ob Mat(C,M) and a regular system xˇ of Xm in (M,Cl ,Cr ), there
exists a lifting system x˙ of x in (M,M ′;Cl ,Cr ) such that x˙ = xˇ.
(2) Assume that x˙ = (x, (c1
c2
)
, (d1 d2)) is a lifting system. Then (·c2m) gives surjections
Cl ( ,Wl) → M( ,Xr)d2v2 and JCl ( ,Wl) → M ′( ,Xr)d2v2, and (md2·) gives surjec-
tions Cr (Wr, ) → u2c2M(Xl, ) and JCr (Wr, ) → u2c2M ′(Xl, ).
C.3.1. PutDl := Cl ,Dr := Cr , and N := M . There exist F(X) ∈ obDr and an isomorphism
φX :N(X, ) →Dr (F(X), ) for any X ∈ obDl . Then F gives a full functor Dl →Dr and
φ gives an isomorphism of (Dl ,Dr )-modules N →Dr (F( ), ).
Proof. We will show that the map Dl (X,Y ) → HomDr (N(Y, ),N(X, )) sending
f to (f ·) is a surjection for any X,Y ∈ indDl . Then the assertions follow from
HomDr (Dr (F(Y ), ),Dr (F(X), )) =Dr (F(X),F(Y )).
For any X ∈ obDl , T ∈ obDr , and a sub-Dl (X,X)-module L of N(X,T ), there exists
a sub-Dl-module L˜ of N( ,T ) such that L˜(X) = L. Thus (a) and (b) below hold, where we
can show (b) by applying (a) to X := Y ⊕Z and using Dl (X,X) =Dl (Y,Y )×Dl(Z,Z).(a) N(X,T ) is zero or a simple Dl (X,X)-module for any X ∈ obDl , and T ∈ indDr .
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zero. In particular, HomDr (N(Z, ),N(Y, )) = 0 holds.
By (b), we only have to show that Dl (X,X) → EndDr (N(X, )) is a surjection for
any X ∈ indDl . Assume that there exists T ∈ indDr such that N(X,T ) = 0. By (a) and
the dual of (a), dimDl (X,X) N(X,T ) = 1 = dimDr (T ,T ) N(X,T ) holds. Thus Dl (X,X) →
EndDr (T ,T )(N(X,T )) is a surjection. Hence EndDr (T ,T )(N(X,T )) → EndDr (N(X, )) is
a surjection by the dual of (b). 
C.3.2. Let xˇ and yˇ be regular systems of x = Xm and y = Yn in (N;Dl ,Dr ), respectively,
and f ∈ Mˇat(D,M)(xˇ, yˇ). Then we have the following commutative diagrams with exact
rows:
0 Dl
(
, [xˇ]l
)
·[f ]l
·γxˇ Dl ( ,Xl)
·fl
·m
N( ,Xr)
·fr
·δxˇ
N
(
, [xˇ]r
)
·[f ]r
0
0 Dl
(
, [yˇ]l
) ·γyˇ Dl ( , Yl) ·n N( ,Yr) ·δyˇ N( , [yˇ]r) 0,
0 Dr
([yˇ]r , )
[f ]r ·
δyˇ· Dr (Yr , )
fr ·
n·
N(Yl, )
fl ·
γyˇ·
N
([yˇ]l , )
[f ]l ·
0
0 Dr
([xˇ]r , ) δxˇ· Dr (Xr, ) m· N(Xl, ) γxˇ· N([xˇ]l , ) 0.
Proof. We only show the exactness of the upper sequence. Since the following diagram is
commutative, δxˇ gives a kernel of φ(m):
0 Dr
([xˇ]r , ) δxˇ· Dr (Xr, ) m· N(Xl, )
φ
0 Dr
([xˇ]r , ) δxˇ· Dr (Xr, ) φ(m)· Dr(F(Xl), ).
Hence the upper sequence in the following commutative diagram is exact since Dr is
semisimple abelian. Since F is full by C.3.1, we obtain the assertion.
Dr
(
F( ),F(Xl)
) ·φ(m) Dr(F( ),Xr) ·δxˇ Dr(F( ), [xˇ]r) 0
Dl ( ,Xl)
F
·m
N( ,Xr)
φ
·δxˇ
N
(
, [xˇ]r
)φ
0. 
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phism d1 such that c1 = γxˇ and d1 = δxˇ, and take isomorphisms
(
c1
c2
) ∈ Cl ([xˇ]l ⊕ Wl,Xl)
and (d1 d2) ∈ Cr (Xr, [xˇ]r ⊕Wr). We will show that (·c2md2) gives surjections Cl ( ,Wl) →
M( ,Wr) and JCl ( ,Wl) → M ′( ,Wr), and (c2md2·) gives surjections Cr (Wr, ) →
M(Wl, ) and JCr (Wr, ) → M ′(Wl, ).
We have exact sequences
0 → Cl ( ,Wl) ·c2m−−→M( ,Xr) ·δxˇ−→M
(
, [xˇ]r
)→ 0 and
0 → Cr (Wr, ) md2·−−→M(Xl, ) γxˇ·−→M
([xˇ]l , )→ 0
by C.3.2. From the first sequence, (·c2md2) : Cl ( ,Wl) → M( ,Wr) is an isomorphism.
From the second sequence, any direct summand T of Wr satisfies M( ,T ) = 0. So
M ′( ,Wr) = (JClM)( ,Wr) holds by C.1(1). Hence (·c2md2) :Cl ( ,Wl) → M( ,Wr) is
a surjection by Nakayama’s lemma and (·c2md2) :JCl ( ,Wl) → M ′( ,Wr) is also a surjec-
tion.
(1) There exist f ∈ JCl (Xl,Wl) and g ∈ JCr (Wr,Xr) such that c1md2 = f c2md2 and
c2md1 = c2md2g. Then x˙ := (x,
(
c1−f c2
c2
)
, (d1 − d2g d2)) is a desired lifting system.
(2) c2md2v2 = c2m(1 − d1v1) = c2m holds. Hence (·c2m) = (·c2md2) ◦ (·v2) :
Cl ( ,Wl) → M( ,Xr)d2v2 is a surjection since (·v2) :M( ,Wr) → M( ,Xr)d2v2 is an
isomorphism. 
C.4. Proof of Theorem C.2. Define a category Mat•(C,M) as follows: An object of
Mat•(C,M) is a lifting system x˙ of some x ∈ ob Mat(C,M). Put Mat•(C,M)(x˙, y˙) :=
Mat(C,M)(x,y).
Then Mat•(C,M) is equivalent to Mat(C,M) by C.3(1). We will construct an equiv-
alence Mat•(C,M)/ker[−] → Mat(C′,M ′)/JCl×Cr in the rest of this section. Then we
obtain C.2 by fixing a lifting system x˙ for any x ∈ ob Mat(C,M) and composing R with
the embedding Mat(C,M) → Mat•(C,M), x 
→ x˙. Obviously, another choice of lifting
systems does not change the reduction functor up to isomorphisms. 
C.4.1. For a lifting system x˙ = (x, (c1
c2
)
, (d1 d2)) of x = Xm, c1md1 = 0 implies c1md1 ∈
M ′([x˙]l , [x˙]r ) = M ′(x˙, x˙). Regard x˙ ∈ obC′ = ob Mˇat(C,M) (2.3(2)) and put R(x˙) :=
x˙(c1md1) ∈ ob Mat(C′,M ′). For another lifting system y˙ = (y,
(c′1
c′2
)
, (d ′1 d ′2)) of y = X′m′
and f ∈ Mat•(C,M)(x˙, y˙), put R(f ) := [f ] ∈ C′/JCl×Cr (x˙, y˙). Then R gives a full dense
functor R : Mat•(C,M) → Mat(C′,M ′)/JCl×Cr whose kernel is ker[−].
Proof. (i) We will show that R is well-defined. Put
(u1 u2) =
(
c1
c2
)−1
,
(
v1
v2
)
= (d1 d2)−1,
( ′ ′ ) (c′1)−1 (v′1) ( ′ ′ )−1u1 u2 := c′2 , and v′2 := d1 d2 .
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d2v2) = c1m and u′1c′1m′d ′1 = (1 − u′2c′2)m′d ′1 = m′d ′1 hold, we obtain (c1md1)(v1frd ′1) =
c1mfrd
′
1 = c1flm′d ′1 = (c1flu′1)(c′1m′d ′1). Thus R(f ) ∈ Mat(C′,M ′)/JCl×Cr (R(x˙),R(y˙))
holds.
[x˙]l
[f ]l
c1
Xl
u1
fl
m
Xr
fr
d1
[x˙]r
v1
[f ]r
[y˙]l
c′1
X′l
u′1 m′
X′r
d ′1
[y˙]r .
v′1
(ii) Obviously kerR = ker[−] holds, and R is full by C.4.2 below. We will show that R
is dense. Fix any xˇ ∈ obC′ = ob Mˇat(C,M) and xˇn ∈ ob Mat(C′,M ′). Take a lifting system
x˙ = (Xm, (c1
c2
)
, (d1 d2)) such that x˙ = xˇ by C.3(1). Put (u1 u2) :=
(
c1
c2
)−1
,
(
v1
v2
) := (d1 d2)−1,
and m′ := u1nv1 +m−u1c1md1v1. Then y˙ := (Xm′,
(
c1
c2
)
, (d1 d2)) is also a lifting system,
and R(y˙) = xˇ(c1m′d1) = xˇn holds. 
C.4.2. Take lifting systems x˙ of x = Xm and y˙ of y = X′m′. For f ∈ Mˇat(C,M)(x˙, y˙) and
g ∈ Mat(C′,M ′)(R(x˙),R(y˙)), assume [f ] = g. (Such f exists for any g from the definition
of C′.) We use notations in C.3 for x˙, and we denote by ( )′ the corresponding datum for y˙.
(1) There exist hl ∈ JCl (Xl,W ′l ) and hr ∈ JCr (Wr,X′r ) such that (1 − u1c1)flm′ −
mfr(1 − d ′1v′1) = md2hr − hlc′2m′.
(2) Put e = (el, er ) := (u1glc′1 + (1 − u1c1)fl + hlc′2, d1grv′1 + fr(1 − d ′1v′1) + d2hr).
Then e = f¯ , e ∈ Mat•(C,M)(x˙, y˙) and R(e) = g hold.
Proof. (1) Put n1 := (1 − u1c1)(flm′ − mfr(1 − d ′1v′1)) and n2 := md1v1fr(1 − d ′1v′1).
Then n1 − n2 = (1 − u1c1)flm′ − mfr(1 − d ′1v′1) holds by u1c1m = md1v1. More-
over, n1 − n2 = (flm′ −mfr)− u1glc′1m′ +md1grv′1 = 0 and n2 = 0 hold. Hence C.3(2)
show that there exist hl ∈ JCl (Xl,W ′l ) and hr ∈ JCr (Wr,X′r ) such that md2hr = n1 and
hlc
′
2m
′ = n2.
(2) e = (u1glc′1 + (1 − u1c1)fl, d1grv′1 + fr(1 − d ′1v′1)) = f¯ implies e ∈ C(X,X′).
Since u1c1md1 = md1 and c′1m′ = c′1m′d ′1v′1 hold, we obtain u1glc′1m′ = u1(glc′1m′d ′1)v′1 =
u1(c1md1gr)v
′
1 = md1grv′1. Hence elm′ = u1glc′1m′ + mfr(1 − d ′1v′1) + md2hr = mer
holds by (1). Thus e ∈ Mat•(C,M)(x˙, y˙) and R(e) = [e] = [f ] = g hold. 
C.4.3. Proof of C.2.1. (1) The former assertion follows from C.4.1 since JC ⊆ ker[−] and
JCl×Cr ⊆ JC′ . The latter one follows from C.4.2.
(2) Immediate from (1). 
C.5. Let (M;Cl ,Cr ) be a quadratic (C,C)-module. For the precise definitions of the (lo-
cal) singular functor and the (local) singular category in 2.3(2), we can define reduc-
tion sequences Φ = (L(j+1))0j<nΦ by a quite similar way as in 5.3(1). Thus we ob-
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Mat•(C(j),N(j+1)) is the category of lifting systems in (N(j+1),M(j+1);C(j)l ,C(j)r ).
Define KΦ and LΦ precisely as follows: We call
x¨ =
(
x,
((
c
(j)
1
c
(j)
2
)
,
(
d
(j)
1 d
(j)
2
))
0j<nΦ
)
a Φ-lifting system of x = x(0) if x˙(j) := (x(j), (c(j)1
c
(j)
2
)
, (d
(j)
1 d
(j)
2 )) ∈ ob Mat•(C(j),N(j+1))
and x(j+1) := R(j)(x˙(j)) for any 0 j < nΦ . We denote by K¨Φ the category of Φ-lifting
systems such that K¨Φ(x¨, y¨) := Mat(C,M)(x,y). Then we obtain a functor RΦ : K¨Φ →
Mat(CΦ,MΦ) naturally. We denote by L¨Φ the full subcategory of K¨Φ consisting of x¨
such that RΦ(x¨) ∈ obCΦ . We denote by KΦ (respectively LΦ ) the full subcategory of
Mat(C,M) consisting of x such that x¨ ∈ ob K¨Φ (respectively ob L¨Φ ) for some Φ-lifting
system x¨ of x.
Lemma. Let (M;Cl ,Cr ) be a normal quadratic (C,C)-module and Φ ∈ R(C,M). For any
regular system xˇ = (x, (a1
a2
)
, (b1 b2)) of x = Xm ∈ obLΦ in (M;Cl ,Cr ), put (s1 s2) :=(
a1
a2
)−1
and
(
t1
t2
) := (b1 b2)−1. Then there exist a Φ-lifting system
x¨ =
(
x,
((
c
(j)
1
c
(j)
2
)
,
(
d
(j)
1 d
(j)
2
))
0j<nΦ
)
and isomorphisms f in Cl and g in Cr such that RΦ(y¨) = (RΦ(x¨))m′ holds for any
m′ ∈ MΦ(RΦ(x¨),RΦ(x¨)), y := X(m+ s1fm′gt1), and
y¨ :=
(
y,
(
c
(j)
1
c
(j)
2
)
,
(
d
(j)
1 d
(j)
2
))
0j<nΦ
)
.
C.5.1. Let (M,M ′;Cl ,Cr ) be a reductive (C,C)-module pair, R : M˙at(C,M) → Mat(C′,M ′)
the reduction functor, x ∈ ob Mat(C,M), and xˇ = (x, (a1
a2
)
, (b1 b2)) a regular system in
(M;Cl ,Cr ). Then there exist a lifting system x˙ = (x,
(
c1
c2
)
, (d1 d2)) in (M,M ′;Cl ,Cr ) and
a regular system (R(x˙),
(a′1
a′2
)
, (b′1 b′2)) in (M ′;C′l ,C′r ) such that a′1c1 = f1a1,
(
a′2c1
c2
)= f2a2,
d1b
′
1 = b1g1, and (d1b′2 d2) = b2g2 hold for some isomorphisms fi in Cl and gi in Cr
(i = 1,2).
Proof. Put
(
a1
a2
) ∈ Cl (〈xˇ〉l ⊕ Ul,Xl) and (b1 b2) ∈ Cr (Xr, 〈xˇ〉r ⊕ Ur). Take a lifting sys-
tem (U(a2mb2),
(c′1
c′2
)
, (d ′1 d ′2)) in (M;Cl ,Cr ) (c′1 ∈ Cl (Vl,Ul), d ′1 ∈ Cr (Ur,Vr)) and iso-
morphisms f1 ∈ Cl (Wl, 〈xˇ〉l ) and g1 ∈ Cr (〈xˇ〉r ,Wr) such that V,W ∈ obC′l × C′r . Put( )
c1 := f1a1c′1a2 , c2 := c
′
2a2, d1 := (b1g1 b2d ′1), and d2 := b2d ′2. Then it is easily checked that
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c2
)
, (d1 d2)) forms a lifting system. Put
(a′1
a′2
) := ((1 0)
(0 1)
) ∈ C′l (Wl ⊕ Vl,Wl ⊕ Vl) and
(b′2 b′2) := (
(1
0
) (0
1
)
) ∈ C′r (Wr ⊕Vr,Wr ⊕Vr). Then (R(x˙),
(a′1
a′2
)
, (b′1 b′2)) is a regular system
in (M ′;C′l ,C′r ) which satisfies the condition. 
C.5.2. Proof of C.5. Put n := nΦ , x(0) := x, (a(0)1
a
(0)
2
) := (a1
a2
)
, and (b(0)1 b
(0)
2 ) := (b1 b2). Using
C.5.1 for 0 j < n, we obtain a Φ-lifting system x¨ = (x, ((c(j)1
c
(j)
2
)
, (d
(j)
1 d
(j)
2 ))0j<n) with
the following property (∗), where x(j) and x˙(j) are defined in C.5:
(∗) There exists a regular system xˇ(j) = (x(j), (a(j)1
a
(j)
2
)
, (b
(j)
1 b
(j)
2 )) in (N
(j+1);C(j)l ,C(j)r )
(0 j < n) such that
a
(j+1)
1 c
(j)
1 = f (j)1 a(j)1 ,
(
a
(j+1)
2 c
(j)
1
c
(j)
2
)
= f (j)2 a(j)2 ,
d
(j)
1 b
(j+1)
1 = b(j)1 g(j)1 , and
(
d
(j)
1 b
(j+1)
2 d
(j)
2
)= b(j)2 g(j)2
hold for some isomorphisms f (j)i in C(j)l and g(j)i in C(j)r (i = 1,2).
Put
(
s
(j)
1 s
(j)
2
) := (a(j)1
a
(j)
2
)−1
and
(
t
(j)
1
t
(j)
2
)
:= (b(j)1 b(j)2 )−1.
Then s(j+1)1 f
(j)
1 = s(j+1)1 a(j+1)1 c(j)1 s(j)1 = c(j)1 s(j)1 − s(j+1)2 a(j+1)2 c(j)1 s(j)1 = c(j)1 s(j)1 holds.
Thus we obtain
(
c
(j)
1
c
(j)
2
)
s
(j)
1 =
(
s
(j+1)
1 f
(j)
1
0
)
and t (j)1
(
d
(j)
1 d
(j)
2
)= (g(j)1 t (j+1)1 0).
Since x ∈ obLΦ , f (n)1 := s(n)1 and g(n)1 := t (n)1 are isomorphisms. Put F (j) :=
(f
(n)
1 · · ·f (j)1 )−1, G(j) := (g(j)1 · · ·g(n)1 )−1, C(j) := c(j)1 · · · c(0)1 , and D(j) := d(0)1 · · ·d(j)1 .
Then x(n) = RΦ(x¨) = x˙(n−1)0 and C(n−1)mD(n−1) = 0 hold.
X
(n)
l
s
(n)
1
c
(n−1)
1 · · · c
(1)
1
X
(1)
l
s
(1)
1
c
(0)
1
X
(0)
l
s
(0)
1〈 〉 f (n−1)1 f (1)1 〈 〉 f (0)1 〈 〉xˇ(n)
l
· · · xˇ(1)
l
xˇ(0)
l
,
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(0)
r
d
(0)
1
X
(1)
r
d
(1)
1 · · · d
(n−1)
1
X
(n)
r
〈
xˇ(0)
〉
r
t
(0)
1
g
(0)
1 〈
xˇ(1)
〉
r
t
(1)
1
g
(1)
1 · · · g
(n−1)
1 〈
xˇ(n)
〉
r
.
t
(n)
1
We will show that (f, g) := (F (0),G(0)) satisfies our assertion. Fix any m′ ∈
MΦ(X
(n)
l ,X
(n)
r ) and put y = y(0) := X(m + s(0)1 F (0)m′G(0)t (0)1 ). Since s(j)1 F (j) and
G(j)t
(j)
1 are morphisms in C(j)l and C(j)r , respectively, we obtain s(j)1 F (j)m′G(j)t (j)1 ∈
M(j+1)(X(j)l ,X
(j)
r ). Since y(j) := x˙(j−1)(C(j−1)mD(j−1) + s(j)1 F (j)m′G(j)t (j)1 ) and
y˙(j) := (y(j), (c(j)1
c
(j)
2
)
, (d
(j)
1 d
(j)
2 )) satisfies y
(j+1) = R(j)(y˙(j)) for 0  j < n, we obtain
a Φ-lifting system y¨ := (y, ((c(j)1
c
(j)
2
)
, (d
(j)
1 d
(j)
2 ))0j<n). Then y
(n) = RΦ(y¨) = x˙(n−1)m′
holds. Since x(n) = x˙(n−1)0 ∈ ob Mat(CΦ,0) is identified with x˙(n−1) ∈ obCΦ , we obtain
RΦ(y¨) = x(n)m′ = (RΦ(x¨))m′. 
C.6. Proof of results in Sections 5 and 6. (1) 5.2.1(2)(3) hold.
(2) Let (Mi,M ′i;Cli ,Cri) be a normal reductive (Ci ,Ci )-module pair by Ii :Ci → Cli ×
Cri (i = 1,2), and I′i :C′i → Cli ×Cri its local singular category. Assume that Q∗ :C∗1 → C∗2
(∗ = l, r , or nothing) is a full faithful functor (respectively equivalence) such that I2 ◦Q is
isomorphic to (Ql × Qr ) ◦ I1, and f :M1 → M2 is a (Cl1,Cr1)-morphism which induces
f :M ′1 → M ′2 and an isomorphism f :M1/M ′1 → M2/M ′2. Then there exists a full faith-
ful functor (respectively equivalence) Q′ :C′1 → C′2 which makes the following diagrams
commutative up to isomorphism, where Ri is the reduction functor:
Mat(C1,M1)
(Q,f )
R1 Mat
(C′1,M ′1)
(Q′,f )
Mat(C2,M2)
R2 Mat
(C′2,M ′2),
C′1
Q′
I′1 Cl1 × Cr1
Ql×Qr
C′2
I′2 Cl2 × Cr2.
(3) 5.7(2)(4) and 6.3.1(2) hold.
(4) Let (M,M ′;Cl ,Cr ) be a reductive (C,C)-module pair, 〈−〉 : Mat(C,M) → Cl × Cr
(respectively 〈−〉′ : Mat(C′,M ′) → Cl × Cr ) the singular functor of (M;Cl ,Cr ) (respec-
tively (M ′;Cl ,Cr )), and R : Mat(C,M) → Mat(C′,M ′)/JCl×Cr the reduction functor. Then
the functors 〈−〉 and 〈−〉′ ◦R : Mat(C,M) → Cl × Cr are isomorphic.
(5) Let (M;Cl ,Cr ) be a normal quadratic (C,C)-module, 〈−〉 : Mat(C,M) → Cl ×Cr the
singular functor defined by regular systems ((x,
(
a1x
a2x
)
, (b1x b2x)))x∈ob Mat(C,M), (s1x s2x) :=(
a1x
a2x
)−1
, and
(
t1x
t2x
) := (b1x b2x)−1. Then obNΦ = {Z(m+s1xm′t1x) | x = Zm ∈ ob add(X˜⊕
Y˜ ), m′ ∈ L(〈x〉, 〈x〉), and m′ ∈ (L/L′)(〈x〉, 〈x〉) is regular} holds for any Φ = (Ψ,L(nΦ)),
Φ
the local representative (L,L′) of L(n ) and its support (X,Y ). In particular, 6.4(1) holds.
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ial Copr -module for any X ∈ indCl , (N,N ′;Cl ,Cr ) is a reductive bimodule pair. Thus the
assertions follow from C.2.1.
(2) Since we have the following commutative diagram of local singular functors, the
assertions can be checked easily.
Mat
(C1,M1/M ′1)
(Q,f )
[−]1 Cl1 × Cr1
Ql×Qr
Mat
(C2,M2/M ′2) [−]2 Cl2 × Cr2.
(3) We will show 5.7(2) and 6.3.1(2). Using (2) above repeatedly, we obtain a full faith-
ful functor Q(j) :C(j)1 → C(σ (j))2 for any j . Thus we obtain a functor QΦ1,Φ2 : CΦ1 → CΦ2
such that I(nΦ2 ,0) ◦ QΦ1,Φ2 is isomorphic to I(nΦ1 ,0) (see 5.5 for I(nΦi ,0)). Thus 5.7(2) fol-
lows. Now 6.3.1(2) follows from the following commutative diagram:
W∗
(C(j+1)1 ,M)
Q(j+1)
1
W∗
(C(j+1)1 ,M) Ê(j+1)∗ W∗(C(j)1 ,M)
Q(j)
W∗
(C(σ (j+1))2 ,M) Ê(σ (j)+2)∗ ◦···◦Ê(σ (j+1))∗ W∗(C(σ (j)+1)2 ,M) Ê(σ (j)+1)∗ W∗(C(σ (j))2 ,M).
We will show 5.7(4). Using (2) above repeatedly, we obtain the commutative diagram
below, where we denote by R(j)i and (N
(j+1)
i ,M
(j+1)
i ) the datum defined in 5.3 for the
quadratic (C,C)-module Mi . Thus 5.7(4) follows.
Mat
(C(j),N(j+1)1 )
(
1,( )
)
R
(j)
1
Mat
(C(j+1),M(j+1)1 )
(
1,( )
)
Mat
(C(j),N(j+1)2 ) R(j)2 Mat(C(j+1),M(j+1)2 ).
(4) For any x = Xm ∈ ob Mat(C,M), take a lifting system x˙ = (x, (c1
c2
)
, (d1 d2)) and a
regular system Rˇ(x˙) = (R(x˙), (a1
a2
)
, (b1 b2)). Then a1c1m = 0 and md1b1 = 0 hold. Since
a2c1md1b2 and c2md2 are regular,
(
a2c1
c2
)
m(d1b2 d2) =
( a2c1md1b2 0
0 c2md2
)
is regular. Hence
xˇ := (x, ( a1c1(a2c1c2 ) ), (d1b1 (d1b2 d2))) gives a regular system. Then the assertion follows from
the following commutative diagram for any f ∈ Mat(C,M)(x,y):
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〈
Rˇ(x˙)
〉′
l
〈f 〉′l
a1 [x˙]l
[f ]l
γx˙
Xl
fl
m
Xr
fr
δx˙ [x˙]r
[f ]r
b1 〈
Rˇ(x˙)
〉′
r
= 〈xˇ〉r
〈f 〉′r
〈yˇ〉l =
〈
Rˇ(y˙)
〉′
l
a′1 [y˙]l
γy˙
X′l
m′
X′r
δy˙ [y˙]r
b′1 〈
Rˇ(y˙)
〉′
r
= 〈yˇ〉r .
(5) Take y ∈ ob Mat(C,M). Then y ∈ obNΦ holds if and only if RΨ (y) = (RΨ (x))m′
holds for some x = Zm ∈ add(X˜ ⊕ Y˜ ) and m′ ∈ L(RΨ (x),RΨ (x)) such that m′ is regular.
By C.5, this is equivalent to that y is isomorphic to Z(m + s1xfxm′gxt1x) for some fixed
isomorphism (fx, gx). Since m′ is regular if and only if fxm′gx is regular, we obtain the
assertion. 
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